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CELESTIAL TRUTH

HI Everyone, the days draw short before the doors of this age are closed. I am first posting the
two newest pieces thru Hazel to start this thread. In these final days it is important for each to look
at self and begin to define Self as a SON/DAUGHTER of the Father. For HE is WITHIN YOUR
SOUL/MIND. Religion has taught you wrongly, both thru your manipulated holy books,your
religious organizations, and your cultural stories.
I am requesting that those of you who support this work keep this thread pinned as much as
possible. I will not teach in this thread personally, and some of you wish to add some of the
teachings of these last months to it from Hazel, and Rosie, and related, you may do so. it is a
READING THREAD in purpose. Please do not use space for "thankyous" and chat. I will remove
all posts that are derogatory and no bible posts please, because your bible is mucked up. Material
from AbundantHope ONLY please, for we are the 2nd Coming Organization and the final teachers
at this time to this world.
Give me some time before you post, because I want to post a selection of several first.
Hazel is an incarnate Melchizedek, of the same order as Machiventa Melchizedek, who visited this
world in the days of Abraham. Machiventa came in a fabricated body. Hazel was born of woman.
Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my
website are approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste
the mods time by making copyright infringement reports on them. See the end of the post
for link and details. Thankyou. NIP/Candace
Christmas- The Celestial Truth- Christ Michael Aton
Posted today, December 22, 2011 thru Hazel.
Christmas is a cultural experience when viewed across the chasm of religious divide. It is no
longer confined within the Christian context where it serves as a religious reminder of the birth of
the Christ and a basis for specific celebration.
What could have been a celebration in remembrance with reverent tones have become a festival
of excess, extravagance and external revelry where even those who have no belief or knowledge
of the Christ become embroiled in activities centered around Christmas which hold no depth of
meaning.
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There is no truth for them in the celebration as they brazenly follow a standard imposed upon
them. They make themselves willing puppets to the dark masters and mistresses who dangle
before them embellishments to appeal to their mortal senses. Their immortal senses or ability to
know is disabled by the ‘perfection’ of the ‘riches’ used to mesmerise them. The holiness meant to
be associated with Christmas absconds as the followers obey the subtle and bold commands
issued to them. They have become programmed slaves to the dark who woo them with the
ephemeral light bulb symbolism and glorious tales of caricatures created for fictional purposes to
degrade the status of GOD.
For you see dear ones there are even those who are ‘Christians’ who celebrate Christmas not with
intent of holiness but for the spirit of grand revelry and notoriety associated with its practices. It is
just something that is done at that time of year. For those true Christians believing with intent, the
significance is truly degraded; for that which started of for the Christ has in fact evolved into the
anti Christ. The practices are Pagan in nature. Man has a need to culminate his year with a
celebration so what an opportune time Christmas has become.

The true spirit of Christmas is that of illumination; meaning enlightenment within through the inner
celebration of the Christ light. For the Christ is birthed in each soul incarnate. So if this is so, and it
is so, then your Christmas should be a celebration of the inner Christ. Christmas or Christ mass- is
the union or communion with the Christ. Where is the Christ? Did I not come to tell you that the
Kingdom of God lies within you? Did I not promise upon my departure that MY FATHER and I
would pour the spirit of God onto the flesh of man? Why do you celebrate MY birth as if I reside
outside of you? In truth God is everywhere; but for the purposes of your soul’s evolution God is
within you.

The Christ my children, is within you and any communion or union in celebration of the Christ
should take place within. I am not averse to an outward recognition or celebration. In fact the
celebration can be used as a welcoming time for each to embrace another and all as brothers and
sisters within the One Kingdom. Yet should this not be a daily aim and achievement?
You cannot compartmentalise ME to times of the year. I AM whole and I AM within you eternally.
So I say to you out of love that you should celebrate Christmas every day of your mortal life; for it
is within your ability and certainly your divine entitlement to sit with the Christ within and commune
in reverence and in so doing embrace and celebrate the holiness and wholeness of you.

MY very birth was uneventful, not dramatic as you ones display it. I came as man to walk and live
as man in humble attire. For those who care, review MY life on your earth and ponder upon how I
lived and worked and what I taught. This is the Christ within you. Not one who sits as a king upon
a throne requiring unending praise. Is not your communion with the inner Christ, a praise in itself?
There is no real need to celebrate MY birth as much as there is a need to celebrate MY ongoing
presence within you. I do not wish you to forever dwell in the stories of old but to progress through
knowing that I have glorified you with MY presence and I AM glorified when you can recognise
this and allow ME to work through you in the interest of your soul’s progress.

I want you to think on this. If every day could be a fulfilling day as you allow your communion with
the inner Christ to direct your life, will not each day be a celebration of joy and oneness? What
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need then will you have to celebrate an event at one time of the year that holds no significance to
the majority who indulge and participate.

Dear ones, Christ Michael is not hear to spoil your joy but rather to direct you to the essence of
that which will yield perfect joy to you. What you experience during your Xmas celebrations is not
joy but pyrrhic in nature. Most of you cannot even remember the celebrations as you drown
yourself in practices which render forgetfulness.

It is time beloveds for man on earth to grow up and seek the truth of that which is real. You can
build a life around that truth that will enable you to have a joyful existence.

To start you off on the path of truth I will say to you that what you celebrate is not Christmas. It is a
cultural extravaganza drawing from myth, embellished with artistic displays of colour and
indulgences far beyond your needs. It focuses on beauty and bounty unrelated to that which is
divine. It is indeed by your reckoning the time when families reunite and the spirit of togetherness
prevails. This is the distinct benefit that you ones who cannot relate to the true meaning draws
from the event.
Dearly beloveds as you prepare to celebrate Christmas, think about what I have said and also
think about celebrating the Christ within each other.

I must, as it is MY filial duty, offer a warning. I say to you that your world, meaning your beloved
earth (who too, bears MY Presence within her) as well as your civilisation, is being prepared for
momentary changes; and it is imperative that these moments be spent in a purposeful communion
with the Father within. All transitory concerns should be set aside and you should enable ME from
within for these are indeed moments of miracles as I respond in harmony to those of you who
would call upon me in truth.

I AM THE CHRIST. YES I WAS KNOWN AS JESUS CHRIST BUT I AM TRULY FROM THE
ORDER OF MICHAEL SONS, FROM THE SUPREME CREATOR OF ALL. I HAVE COME TO
REMIND YOU OF TRUTH THAT YOU MAY ACCEPT AND GROW IN TRUTH FROM HERE
ONWARDS AS THE TIME OF GREAT REVELATION SITS UPON YOU. TRUTH IS INDIGINOUS
TO YOU- IT IS YOUR NATIVE COSMIC LANGUAGE WHICH YOU HAVE FORGOTTEN. THOSE
AEONS AGO MY BIRTH WAS KNOWN BY THE STAR THAT APPEARED IN THE NIGHT SKY.
LOOK AT YOUR SKIES AGAIN WHAT DO YOU SEE?

Christ Michael.
Hazel
www.pathtofreedomistruth.com

[link to abundanthope.net]
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
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is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
-----------------------------------MAN of EARTH has failed to Build the BrotherHood of Man under the FatherHood of God. I
Grieve.
Those who define themselves as Christians, Muslims,Buddhists, political party members, Masons,
Illuminati and so on and so forth have not yet discovered they are SONS/DAUGHTERS OF GOD
and who thus stand in their own shoes and need no such crutches and false definitions of self.
When you define yourself as another, you have not found the Father Within. Ponder it. Your only
definition should be as YOU, A Being Conscious of the God Within. Anything else is not so and a
false fabrication.
----------------------------------------------Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/22/2011 03:12 PM

Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my website are
approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste the mods time by
making copyright infringement reports on them. See the end of the post for link and details.
Thankyou. NIP/Candace
The Stamp of Divine Authority- The Source
Given December 22, 2011 thru Hazel.
A gale passes through the ethers and in a blink life as you know it will change. It will be a
kindness to allow the earth and mankind to sleep through the revolutionary event. This event is
like none you have ever experienced before on a scale known to man. What is to eventualise is
called ‘cosmic detinue’. Yes that is indeed the description. If you are unable to comprehend seek
the meaning behind the words.

The earth as all planets, are creations of The Divine. The underlying elements of each planet are
divinely constituted. The energetic composition of each is of a divine nature. The earth is not to be
seen as merely a body of rocks, minerals and soil with an atmospherical covering. It also contains
a spirit which finds its heritage in The Divine’s nature. The foundation of the earth is divine. All that
is divine was and is meant to underpin the earth plane. She is a creature of ‘The Divine’ just as
you are creatures of ‘The Divine’.
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The earth has not forgotten or abdicated her divinity. She has been browbeaten by all that is not
divine and left prostrate at the will of man. Her divinity eschewed by the custodians of her body
has left her bereft and with marginal life. You cannot hear her wails or her cry for Divine
assistance. For many of you, if not the majority have become buried by the foul soil of all that is
poisonous to Divine order. Mankind is reaping what he has sown in the earth and for himself. Why
is this? Divine authority has escaped his understanding. Man in mass cannot comprehend his
relationship with The Divine. Each has his /her peculiar understanding of life and seldom is it tied
in with The Divine life force that is espoused within them. Many are unable to recall their
beginning and the nature of their evolution on the earth.

Man has chosen to create laws that are counter to the divine programme given to him and lives as
he chooses without regard for his divine nature. The authority that man wields on the earth plane
is purely physical ego related authority. This has manifested destructive elements which gloat
against all that is of an outer dimensional authority, meaning the Divine Will. Creation flows from
within yet your minds have been moulded for aeons to accept that your mortal presence is all that
is. You have been seduced into believing that that which subsists around you bears reality and
only the tangibles are real.

For the majority the inner sanctum is unknown and there is an abysmal lack of connection with the
inner mind, being that higher understanding that can teach you who you are. You cannot trace
your heritage from within or mark the point of the beginning of your existence; for should you do
so, this would bring enlightenment in understanding that you may come to appreciate that each
bears the stamp of Divine Authority within, through his/her creation. Knowledge of this carries a
divine responsibility; such being as it is, one that you are not in readiness to embrace as your
senses become lashed with the attractions of an outer nature that hounds you into slavish
obeisance to that which is unreal and distinctly un-divine.

So to be sure that you receive in truth the message, I AM telling you that Divine Authority lies
within you. It is your inheritance; and awareness of this will reunite you with your everlasting
power. Yet my ones, you are not in droves ready to assume the heavy responsibility that this state
requires of you; for you have become too busy and enamoured with the toys created for you by
the wily ones of satanic influence. You prefer to bow to them and play in their tedious games than
to rise to your true stature. Yet you continuously seek yourself.

The inner shift occurring in many at this juncture is no coincidence; for awakening always comes
when great transformation is about to ensue. I will say though that there is still insufficient light as
yet capable of making substantial inroads into the wealth of greed which populates the earth in
darkened tones.

There is an absence of Divine Authority in the governance in your places on Earth Shan; for man
has ignored the Laws of God given to create a balanced life for him. All planets within the universe
are governed by these laws; but earth man has reneged on his divine responsibilities and chosen
the path of imbalance. Mans’ life on earth has become one big puzzle as he is unable to set the
pieces in the correct order to create a harmonious and balance existence. He vacillates in his
choices and delivers an incendiary blow to his soul’s growth.
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Those who have deliberately belittled Divine Authority have in effect committed cosmic treason
and will now be called upon to answer for they have forfeited their right to have a say now in the
earth’s evolution. She is going to ascend as I say. You of earth have sullied the very laws I gave
unto you by besmirching its intent and converting them to suit your visceral needs. I say no more!

Your earth is bent and broken and is in disdain for what man has wreaked upon her. She has
seized up and I say that no amount of prayers now will save her for you. She is to return to the
light. It is too late to effect the nature of the changes required to place her in an ambient position
for continued service in your dimension. I remind you all to revisit the prophesy of the Master, MY
dearly beloved SON and know that you are now here.

You cannot fight that which is ordained. They who have perpetrated ill upon the planet and upon
humanity are breathing their last breaths in human format before the divide falls. You ones know
who you are. You continue to use scare tactics on my ones but you have already failed. I say
surrender to the light for all that is dark upon the earth is to be removed post haste. The glow of
immortal fortune is on the side of those who have chosen the light but for the obsequious there is
no such promise.

MY divine promise to you is that the earth will be remoulded in light and this time the stamp, being
MY Stamp of Divine Authority will be emblazoned on her and there will be no mistaking the nature
of her and her predominant purpose. Man will again be given the laws of creation and he will once
again be taught that Divine Authority rests within each and that each is responsible to create
through that authority a civilisation that speaks the Divine nature of all so that Divine order
prevails. This is the only way that the earth and mankind can continue its journey as it rises to
meet the standard of Paradise.

I AM your Divine Source and Centre of all Divine activity. Be ready to receive MY Stamp of Divine
Authority as I reach down to reclaim what is rightfully MY OWN.
Hazel
www.pathtofreedomistruth.com
[link to abundanthope.net]
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/22/2011 03:14 PM
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Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my
website are approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste
the mods time by making copyright infringement reports on them. See the end of the post
for link and details. Thankyou. NIP/Candace
A Father’s Plea- The Creator
December 6, 2011
I come in this solitary moment to introduce MYSELF to those who do not know ME; to those who
know of ME; to those who view me in a religious context; and to reinforce MY presence within
those who do know ME.

Times of great change loom auspiciously upon your earth plane and you of the human civilisation
must come into the knowing of MY presence; hastily I might add.

I AM the ONE you call GOD, Creator, Source, Universal Deity, Foremost intelligence, Ultimate
determiner, Final Judge and Adjudicator. It matters not the variation in title for I AM ONE and the
same. I will simply refer to MYSELF as the Universal Father of ALL creation.
Titles and names create distinctions and causes separation in one’s understanding as one seeks
a God of his/her culture. Know that God is One and All is One and ONE is ALL. It is when you
come to understand this simple truth that profound awareness will dawn.

I come to affirm your status as sons and daughters of the light; for it is imperative at this juncture
that you perceive yourself in light. Light is the quintessential you. That which darkens your world
does not define you. Your body does not define you. Your earthly status does not define you. It is I
the Creator of All, that defines you.

I cannot be seen but that does not mean that I do not exist. I can be known and experienced from
within; and that is more credible than seeing. Knowing is your proof; feeling is your rule of
measure. The nature of ME is the nature of you and you must therefore call upon your
understanding of ME to know yourself.

I have many times brought the same message in different ways through different ones and I shall
continue to do this until your immortal soul, which you are is allowed entrance into your physical
mind to minister truth. Why do I endeavour with constancy and consistency to bring you truth?
Simply my beloveds because you are MINE and I desire you to return home to ME. The route your
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take is of course your choice but I desire to see you placed on the path of knowing.
Which father will leave his children unattended, without care or supreme love? I cannot see you
continuously suffering and not endeavour to lead you out of turmoil. It is love which engenders MY
effort. I can see what beholds your world presently. I know what is transpiring and what will fall
upon thee. I come to assist the confused, to bring clarity that those who may doubt will accept ME
once and for all; not blindly or because I say you should, but because you know you must.

I am the living essence of truth within you. You can only find your truth there. I issue an invitation
to you at this twelfth hour that has come upon the earth plane. Turn to ME; even if you never have
before; turn to ME, call upon ME; not in challenge, but in need and love. I shall respond.

What other choice do you have dear ones? This is my final bid to draw you into the fold using only
truth and a promise of a brighter future. The purpose of your life at this very moment should be to
discover ME with haste as the winds of change carry yet another cycle to completion; that the new
and exciting tomorrow may be yielded for your earth.

Many are now walking a tightrope with little balance left; so what say you? Will you not join the
bandwagon of lighted beings and begin the most wondrous exploration of a new plane filled with
knowledge and excitement for grander and purposeful living?

The canopy of change has now descended. You need only look around your world to witness the
great confusion and collapse materialising. Will you continue to deny what you face or what it
portends for your world? Who is your likely salvation now? When all is crumbling around you, who
will you call upon? Can you save yourselves? From my vantage point I will offer a negative
response.
That which you face on your earth is beyond your control and that which is fortuitously taking
place cosmically is also beyond your control. I wish to tell you MY plans for you but how many will
hear and believe? How many of MY ones have you castigated and deemed mental? Well it is
those very ones who are sane my beloved children. The ‘mental’ ones are the knowing ones; the
ones who know MY truth and serve it. It would serve you well to rethink what you have heard from
the voices of God. For these ones who bring truth are MY voice.

I will not come again to you in this way. I take the bolder approach that you may hear without fear.
Can you not hear the appeal through these MY words. Do not say after the event that the Father
has deserted you or cast you aside. For the Father comes here and now to woo you back home.
Will you hear and answer?
For generations I have sent MY beloved sons to effort with you of earth plane. Now I come
MYSELF. Will you still reject the ONE you say you love? Must I descend from the clouds for you
to believe? I do not live up to false conceptions or beliefs; for I serve Truth, which I AM. I can only
urge you to seek truth by listening to the voice within. You will not see ME my little ones, but you
will know ME if you know truth for I am already here.

I come not to create fear or feed your doubts. I come in truth only to tell you that your time on the
earth has all but ended. Night is upon you now and some will never awaken to a blooming
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tomorrow. Take MY hand now for this is the final offer before the curtain falls.

I AM THE CREATOR OF ALL THAT IS- MY SON WHO YOU KNOW AS THE CHRIST IS ONE
WITH ME AND THERE IS NO DISTINCTION. YOU ARE ONE WITH ME FOR I CREATED YOU. I
PROCLAIM THE VICTORY OF THE LIGHT. THE TIME FOR SEPARATION HAS COME.
Hazel
www.pathtofreedomistruth.com
[link to abundanthope.net]
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/22/2011 03:16 PM

Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my
website are approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste
the mods time by making copyright infringement reports on them. See the end of the post
for link and details. Thankyou. NIP/Candace
Time for Passage- The Creator Source
November 30, 2011
The Earth’s clock has slowed down and the ticking sound of those hands becomes feint. Prepare
you ones who are in the knowing as night falls to herald an imposed period of slumber. It has
become necessary to execute with fervour the saving grace; that which will rescue the planet
herself from the doldrums of darkness which has infiltrated her body and awareness and created
torpor destined to keep her numb. Gaia’s body has become for the most part comatose through
eons of abuse. Her spirit is most willing to abide by her Creator’s will but her body cannot respond
as required. She has become powerless and there is now need for higher intervention.

The prophesy of 2000 thousand and more years ago in your counting must be fulfilled, for
this is the very promise made by MY SON. HIS word shall be fulfilled. However HIS return
will not be in the likeness of that which most believers expect. Many will be gravely
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disappointed, should they know, that their perceptions of his return scantily resembles
their expectations. In fact they will not know until it is too late. It has become necessary for major
action to be taken not in accordance with the original plan. Yet as you ones know plans have had
to be amended to take into consideration the needs of the earth and the people and to protect for
the greatest good all from the incipient chaos that the dark brothers have planned.
You cannot even begin to imagine the fierceness of their plans for you ones. For this has turned
into a raging battle between Evil and God. Yes you heard ME. The evil that scars your earth plane
uses man in their battle against God and by this I mean MY very SON who gave most of them life.
Sons against Father; sons and daughters who have disowned their very Source. They care not
about you ones who they have infected with their poisonous ways. They seek to attack the Father
through you. This they do in myriad ways. Of late however grave diabolism marks their intent.

They will stop at nothing now to have their way for they intend to have the last say. There is an
unbridled power emanating from within them now that is at its fiercest as they face the final
countdown. They know that it is time. They have for aeons hidden behind man and earth to wreak
their havoc. Now they will face Michael MY very Son and HIS host. This is the time of true and
deliberate reckoning. They know beloved and they fight now with every ounce of strength left.

They have been deluded into believing that the victories that they have achieved over the earth
and her inhabitants can endure. They fight with all that is physical- they have not one iota of
cosmic or spiritual strength. They are going to be nipped. They will simply and easily be removed.
MY SON has efforted to bring them home using various means and tactics, but they have rejected
HIS welcoming love and now they must face the fire of their own choosing.
There will be no war, no Armageddon as was and is expected by some. Man cannot fight with
God. It just isn’t possible. God has no intention of reducing Himself to mans’ level of expectation
or perception. God does not indulge in these nursery games. HE efforts to bring ones out of the
nursery as graduates in spirit. There will be peace in the movement that will be initiated without
acceptance. Man will not now be given a choice for he has long been given the choice. Many
have shunned the offering, few have accepted it whole heartedly and others have tasted and
remain undecided.

For those of you who know what is at this very moment eventualising in another dimension, you
will know what must follow. The inevitable is being executed now and time is to pause. The Father
knows what is best and for those who have made their commitments knowingly, I ask that you
place your whole hearted trust in the Father’s will and way. The intricacies of execution should not
be your concern. You are not in a position to understand how it will all unfold. Just trust.
Readiness of your spirit is all that is necessary. I want you to remember that I AM not moved by
words that you utter through your lips; I AM moved by what is in your heart as aligned with your
spirit.

You cannot want things of the earth and also desire to be with ME. This simply means that you
must let go now of your desires and wants and preferences and join with MY SON. Let go and Let
God be the ONE who guides you from within. Empty yourself that I may fill you; that you may be in
no doubt where your allegiance lies. Disown these feelings of attachment to earthly things. True
Love is imperishable and cannot be lost through death or separation.
Focus now on your spiritual enhancement for wherever you may find your self, God will not do it
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for you. You will not just find yourself with wings through the manifested changes. You will earn
your wings. Let this time be spent in reverence with the Holy one who abides in the soul’s
precinct. Allow the feeling of Oneness born from the love of your creation to be your inner field.
Effort in the moments of your life now, to consciously join with ME from within and intend to hear
ME.

You are not conscious of the hour of change; you will not know when it happens BUT you can
transit into it with a supreme knowing and confidence. Know that indeed Michael’s will shall be
done for HIS will is always in accord and synchronicity with MINE OWN. Trust that your loved
ones will be where they must and do not spend your time worrying about this or that. I ask youwhat matters now? Think on that.

Michael needs totally committed co creators; ones who will stand with HIM through thick and thin;
ones who will not whimper at the slightest inconvenience; ones with initiative, drive and openness,
who stands ready to effect HIS plans for the planet. I will remind you again that though major
changes will be effected, each will continue to have responsibility for his/her spirit’s evolution.
God does not discount the human feeling or emotion; but does expect that those who have
evolved in spirit’s way shall make all choices amenable to spirit and the infinite ‘spirit being’- God.

These are most precarious times on your earth plane and I issue a caution to you of the Light to
be vigilant and remain in alignment every moment. The darkened brothers know that they are
living and ruling on borrowed time and that MY SON is here now to reclaim what is HIS. The
process will be executed with great finesses, sureness and certitude.

Blessed be these word for they are given and received in Holy truth. Abide by them. Time is now
of the essence.
I AM YOUR SOURCE AND ULTIMATE CREATOR
[link to abundanthope.net]
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/22/2011 03:18 PM
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Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my website are
approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste the mods time by
making copyright infringement reports on them. See the end of the post for link and details.
Thankyou. NIP/Candace

Knowledge is the beginning of Wisdom- Creator of ALL that is- The Source thru Hazel.
October 21, 2011

I AM the Source of all knowledge. I AM the repository of the golden chalice, the keeper of the
knowledge needed for mankind to sustain on their evolutionary journey back to the Source.

The lessons learnt through the experiences in mortal incarnation provide the conduit to acquire
this knowledge; for each experience is rendered that man becomes re acquainted with his Source
by seeking illumination for the imponderables of the experience and a higher understanding of its
creation. Man needs to appreciate why the experience was created so that he can overcome the
liability and understand himself more. I AM poised in the midst of the experience as the goal of the
lesson.
Yet many are unable as of yet to see as far ahead as the goal when their eyes are cast on the
immediate consequences of the experience. That which is immediate always captures man’s
attention. He seeks understanding through analysis and supposition. He remains perplexed and
confused in his inability to truly comprehend. Each experience bears a lesson upon which
knowledge is hinged; and if man can come into that knowledge he will be taking baby steps
towards his ultimate graduation. I AM the ONE WHO can anoint man with that knowledge.

All knowledge is sacred. It is distant yet near, capitalised in your presence. The acquisition of
knowledge is a choice. Always must you deliberately and by design seek it. From each cycle of
life’s experiences, you must ask of the lessons- what knowledge can I gain that will take me to a
place of higher understanding and enable me to graduate from this experience richer than before.
Beloveds, knowledge is equated to higher understanding.

What man refers to as knowledge is seldom more than information garnered from various
sources. When you have knowledge of something you know it and it is indisputable. Knowledge is
not something that is subjective in the sense that it is peculiar to one or some persons. Knowledge
is universal and distinct in its feature. Knowledge conveys certainty in understanding and beggars
belief. It is not opinion based but provable. Knowledge cannot be held but known.
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Yet the proof may not always lie in the explanation but in the discovery through an inherent
knowing that is certain, when you can tap into the ultimate Source of the resource. Information
can become knowledge if validated by the Source as truth.

Where knowledge resides, doubt is absent. Those who are in the knowing are not excited by fear
but remain steadfast in the Cause. Inimitable faith is that which will continuously open the doors to
higher knowledge. This is because faith is open to truth and truth is founded on the assurance of
knowledge.
Divine knowledge is cosmic and all of creation is cosmic in origin and therefore all knowledge has
a cosmic base. If you seek to know a thing you are seeking a cosmic understanding. Man has
assigned a limited understanding to the word knowledge. I AM teaching you that you are cosmic
in origin and you must therefore in the interest of your graduation to higher frequency endorse a
higher understanding to the word.

Higher knowledge is a necessity for any civilisation to mature and evolve in alignment with Divine
Will. Man must direct his efforts to achieving this knowledge. He must chart his course to the
discovery of what is needed for a fulfilling life. I can dispense that knowledge to him. I can bestow
upon him the knowledge of God in a most intimate way if only he would seek ME. It is through
seeking that he will find his truth, the wisdom that comes with knowing ME. I will be the fountain
from which he can drink tirelessly that he may come into the knowledge to generate and
regenerate an understanding of himself and his journey.

I AM the Source of all knowledge.

I do not offer you experiments or broken puzzles that you must piece together before you come
into understanding. I offer you truth, whole hearted, pure and pertinent that your purpose on earth
may be clear.
When you taste of Divine knowledge you will forever dwell in the plane of inspiration which allows
you to hear the voice of wisdom through your higher mind. The voice of God can be heard within
you if you ask and render your mind attune to a frequency un-besmirched by lower frequency.
Perseverance is the key.

Remember that the opposite of knowledge is ignorance. Knowledge is light and ignorance is
darkness. Yet ignorance has nothing to do with being uneducated in contemporaneous earthly
understanding. Ignorance is lack of knowing of the truth by choice or design.
A knowing man can be uneducated in worldly terms but knowledgeable of himself and his Source,
wise in his demeanour and conduct and aligned with higher truth.

A knowing man may be impecunious in material wealth but inordinately wealthy spiritually.

A knowing man may be poorly travelled and experienced in the places of your world but is well
travelled and coursed in the inner terrain of his god mind.
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A knowing man is not curtailed by beliefs but expanded in his search for higher truth.

A knowing man is humble in his knowledge, sharing always what he knows with his fellow men
and showing them the way and path to true knowledge.

A knowing man is a wise man; for his knowledge is the beginning of his wisdom. His wisdom
becomes his radiance which captures the attention of others who become drawn to that which
they search for themselves.

What does it profit a man to derive worldly benefits from intellectual and material pursuits if it fails
to bestow upon him inner peace, enduring joy and most importantly knowledge of his true purpose
which lies in self discovery? Self discovery is an inner journey that outer experiences prompt.

The knowledge that I offer to you will bring certainty in understanding and provide you with the
foundation from which you can grow. I AM not concerned with the physical but with the spiritual for
you are first and foremost a spiritual being. Knowledge is your inheritance; your superlative power.
Knowledge leads to enlightenment and illumination of your inner self.
Knowledge is the soul’s privilege of being birthed by ME. It is the recipe for wisdom which is the
charm of your immortal soul. Wisdom is your cushion that enables you to remain in comfort amidst
the exigencies of your outer world; for wisdom is the interpreter of the outer experience in keeping
with higher understanding. Wisdom is a Divine attribute available to all who seek or possess it and
must be used to fashion an existence that is founded on moral fortitude and Divine character.

Your journeys through time and space may be an adventure but there is a specific purpose behind
it. You require knowledge to glean what that purpose is. You require knowledge to understand the
poetry or your origin and the mechanics of creation. You cannot know why, when or how without
knowledge. Only I can give you that knowledge or validate the truth or untruth of what you may
believe.

Knowledge is its own comfort. It is serene and restful. It is not blatant or arrogant. It is not
condescending of beliefs and cannot be attacked, only questioned. It is rare and original; full of
beauty and truth. It cannot be moulded to fit into one’s understanding but must be known through
Divine encounter as your mind merges with MINE.
Hazel
www.pathtofreedomistruth.com
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Be prepared- Midnight approaches-AA Michael thru Hazel
August 5, 2011
The capillaries of time are unravelling for the flaccid structures in your earthly world as
perturbances tear asunder that which is already bent and breaking under the weight of corruption
and greed. The cannibals who are your worldly elite are biting the dust as they quiver now in the
knowing of what transpires before them. Full awareness is now being brought to those who must
make the final choices as the helm is primed to collapse. The bitter end for many is close at hand
now and the raging tempest of their own virulent deeds will parade before them as they descend.
For theirs is a descent by choice. Do not allow the eyes of fear to stare at you beloveds for only if
you are one of them will you be consumed by the void that awaits.

The call from Source has been given and all hands are moving now behind the curtains of your
mortal world in final preparation for the unveiling. O yes beloveds an unveiling is taking place at
many different levels now and soon man will come face to face with his Creator. Many of you have
the tendency to feel that dynamic changes will not occur in your lifetime. This is indeed not the
case; for unless you are close to mortal transition you will experience the global changes that are
evolving into a predicament of universal proportions. This is ordained to be and not in the least
unexpected. Though your mortal understanding may be poor, the spirits of those ensouled are
aware at the essential level. Many will be shocked into their spirit; meaning, that as the events
unfold the awe of the effects will actually jar into awakening many souls. Yet the strident nature of
the revelations will leave many without their bodies. Yes beloveds a time of great fear is at hand
but only for those who have shunned the understanding shared by we your celestial friends for
many generations.

I do not wish you to say that Michael is the bearer of doom and gloom or that this scribe has
contrived this information. These revelations have been given before but as the sequence of time
unravels and the moments creep to the glory of change, a reminder becomes necessary. FOR AS
THE STROKE OF FINALITY breaches the quietude of your accepted existence you must know
that your world will never be the same again. Start becoming comfortable with change. Train
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yourself to adapt and adjust for there will be a period of time within which you will be living in
uncertainty as the bowels of the earth cleanses itself and as the stormy structures in place
regurgitate that which has choked the very life of balance. I refer to the dark brotherhood and their
insidious games. Be prepared to see new faces and to tune your recognition to the lighted beings
who will offer their helping hands to pull you ones on earth out of the tempestuous circumstances
which currently shroud your world. Be assured that during these times you are not alone. We are
keeping check and know each and every one of you for each soul’s imprint is recorded in the book
of life.

Open your hearts and minds now for truly this is a time which requires you to exercise your God
given intelligence to make choices that will be of benefit to you. For the choices you make will
determine how you deal with the onslaught of changes imminently poised on the steps of your
world.

Believe when I say that the changes that are occurring and will occur are necessary to lead you
into the land of the living for surely you who are knowing of God must recognise that your world is
dying. Man has assigned his very world to death. It is the mercy of the Father which speaks now
in the intervention that will lead to the survival of the earth and those in readiness for ascension.
Let there be no doubt that what is occurring and what is to occur is caused by the hand of man.
The very one you call God is intervening at the call and cry of his children, foremost the earth
herself. Call it a divine rescue. Make no mistake however, these changes will manifest as part of
the cosmic order which is also eminently occurring on other planets as part of a universal
ascension process.

Beloveds a gentler tone will I take that you may know that what is to transpire culls that which has
so many of you suffering and ill at ease in this your world. The events are necessary for you ones
to see who you have allowed to rule you. After you have come into the shocking awareness you
will begin to feel the gentle and loving breath of your Creator manifest in your world. He has
always been with you but you have not acknowledged Him. No more. Eternity is calling and you
must answer now or once again postpone the claiming of your heritage which will lead inevitably
to a long and winding path back home. I ask at this time that you think with your higher mind and
relinquish the thoughts of the ego which will seek to keep you sedated in the false belief that all is
well and all shall be well. Indeed all shall end well!!

Beloved children the Angelic realm is closer than you think and we are waiting upon many to
answer the nudges we give so that we can pull you truly into the light and assist you on your
journey.

Know that regardless of your choices we shall continue to shower you with our love BUT we
cannot choose your salvation for you. Only you can make that choice.

Michael come in the Light to bid you take care during the tumultuous times ahead and to prepare
for the great rising.

[link to abundanthope.net]
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Know thyself as God-Nebadonia thru Hazel the Melchizedek.
July 10, 2011
The triumphant glow within the spirit of man is the presence of God. Defeat is never an option, for
man is his own victor. It is the sight of man that is short for he sees his periphery, his surface and
not his depth. His inability to claim his godhood comes from not knowing that he is the champion
of his own cause. Mans’ intellect derides him and he cannot conceive his own might and he
therefore settles for less than who he is and seldom achieve that which he is truly capable of. He
creates a persona which is less than divine that he may search for the divine. His search is
sometime endless for disbelief parades his very nature and he denies his ultimate destiny an
opportunity to find its goal in his mortal journey.
His inner light is clipped like the wings of a bird and it is clipped often by choice yet sometimes by
design always with the hope that he will free himself. Man has been given the know-how and the
teachings yet he chooses to be moved by the world surrounding him rather than in the inner world
of sprit which is designed to be the guiding force for his worldly endeavours. In the absence of
spirit’s influence he fails to find his true self in the miasma that is fraught in his unintelligible world.
There is no intelligence in that which is outside of man yet man is drawn like a magnet to the outer
uncertainties of his existence. He berates the very life within, unconsciously so, when he seeks to
deny the existence of God within him.
As the door of creation prepares to breathe itself open once again, mankind is being flooded with
energies divine. These energies are breathed in at the soul level and through the influx, an
awakening is being amortized within the hearts and spirits of men and women.
The irreverence which has paled the glow of man for eons is beginning to subside as many begin
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to wander in to reclaim what was forgotten. It is likely though that the divine breath will cull the
souls not yet ready to partake of their divinity. For truly separation is called for as the coal is being
removed that the distinctness of the diamonds may show and cast its light through the ailing
globe.
These times highlight the need for man to know his perfection and it is effort and desire that will
transport him to that place where perfection lies. The excuses are now redundant. Vision is now
called upon that the unearthing and unleashing of divine order within begins its reign. Those
awakened to the glory of the inner God must establish themselves in that presence and bring the
light of God alive through them in their works on earth. How else can the Kingdom of God be
established on your plane? Why do you allow the outer world to conflict you so? Are your needs
so great that the God within cannot fulfill so that you need to hold on vehemently to the trappings
which will inevitably bury you in a rut and stifle the divine in you.
Children you have chosen to take this journey. You know the truth which is buried deep in your
unconscious. How can you deny your identity? You are a part of the One. In truth there is no
distinction because separation is a myth. It is the understanding of the mind that will enable you to
grasp this and comprehend your true nature as God and not man. For who is man but a creation
of himself designed to bring immortality to that which appears mortal. The journey comprises
lessons beloved ones and lessons well learnt causes the inner presence to grow and glow in
awareness.
The lessons are not academic but spiritual; yet the spirit holds the wisdom which creates the
knowing of the truth, the very essence of God passed to man. The presence of God is incarnate
within you – it is this presence that calls you and shall willingly guide you home. You need only
apply your higher mind and you shall begin to reckon with yourself and come to know and
gradually experience your God potential . It is the knowing that will create the energy fortuitous to
your eventual return to your SOURCE.
Disbelief is a sham. It nurtures doubt and on a mindal level separates what is ONE. The Father
within each of you is calling you home. Will you not answer the call and free yourself from the
bondage of the ego’s verbiage which seeks to distance you from your natural heritage?
Know yourself as God and you shall by your own efforts experience the living God within you.
Nebadonia come in the light of the Source to bring a message of enlightenment. The time is now.
Mother Spirit
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The Cosmic Rhythm- The First Source- Papa thru Hazel
June 8, 2011
In the wheel of eternal life there lies a rhythm, a natural inbred circuitry which pulses and extends
in waves to create the Circle of Life. From the centre, an acapellic tone is emitted that radiates a
harmonic surge that peters through the universe.
This tone becomes the conduit which transfers and translates the universal Father’s expression
through the ethers. It is the base from which this vibration resonates. The cosmic rhythm
generates from the Source- the Centre of ALL
Receptivity is the ability to receive and internalise these rhythmic energies that allows for the
experiencing of the rhythm of the cosmic wheel. Your planet is not yet within this wheel as the
rhythm upon which she currently rides is underpinned by vibrations alien to the Source. For man
in his mass is unable or unwilling to receive of the rhythm shared. This has been to his detriment.
Matters have escalated to the point where it has become difficult to receive through the density
which has veiled the earth through the work of the minions of all that is inimical to the ONE.
This is changeable through a re orientation of the earth’s dimensional landscape. It was hoped
that the civilisation on earth would have created the atmosphere to enable the planet to enter into
the wheel of life. This has not materialised and it is now left for the higher beings from advanced
planets in the cosmos to assist. I categorically say that you must not mistake this act as a ruse or
a game being played by those who are unfamiliar with your territory. The command has been
given form Paradise and all who work on this enterprise serves the Will of the Source. Michael has
been given the handle to this and HE shall turn it as HE sees fit; yet always within the context of
this MY WILL.
Your planet has lost its original rhythm through the miscreations of man who have abdicated their
higher status and chosen the path of destructive activity. The planet and the civilisation is
tethering on the brink of chaos. The rhythm is broken and all is toppling. Indeed she has lost her
balance for you Man have long lost yours. She is where she is because of you.
The sight of your world from the Paradise Isle is almost non existent for so darkened is she. Truly
yours is a story of Paradise lost. Yet the Father will never abandon HIS creation or allow HIS
children to wither from chosen or imposed ignorance. The Father has ordained that the planet be
corralled back into the cosmic wheel and with certainty this is now being achieved.
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The tone has been emitted again from your Source that will cause a shift and realignment as the
rhythmic altitude of earth’s domain begins to change.
This is a call to the children of the light to set your antennas straight and on high that you may
receive the cosmic rhythm and align yourself to suit. Man must now adapt himself to the rhythm of
the changing planet. If his aspiration cannot match hers then he will by his own choice be placed
in a cycle more attuned to his spirit’s needs.
Spiritual growth is now mandatory, a specialism indeed but not a choice during these precipitous
times. I can only exhort you to heed these words.
The entire rank of humanity on the earth plane will feel and experience a changing of energies
within and without- a revolution so to speak in all manner of things. The world is being remoulded
now and upset will be caused, but so must it be as a prelude to the rebalancing. The chill of
darkness is to be mitigated that the spasms of light may once again take hold to reform your world
Let not the silence spook you into the belief that the status quo prevails. Far be it from that. Know
that there is a hand that moves distinctly behind that silence and it is that invisible hand that shall
BE THE CAUSE.
From the direct abode of MY plane I utter these words to you to bring home the relevance of these
fortuitous times on your planet. An orchestration of omniversal proportions is taking place as the
Planet earth is being prepared for lift off. You the inhabitants are offered the opportunity to
experience first hand what LIFE is truly. Postponing the inevitable is to your disadvantage and
discomfort.
The planet is poised to ascend to join the cosmic wheel once again. She will then amass renewed
strength and espouse a new cause and be capable of responding to MY rhythm.
I ask at this final hour what will you choose? A cautionary word - time is irrelevant to this mission
save as I have declared- be cognisant and vigilant for the events which transpire as the signal; for
the hand behind the silence will move like the speed of what you refer to as lightening.
The Father has spoken.
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because the HUMANS are not using their Father Fragment within them, and thus do not access
also the Spirit of Truth bestowed 2000 years ago, so we have to use messengers. After all your
mucked up bible is written words and not directly from Jesus or the Father.
OK, I am getting off my spare computer to finish some chores, then will be logged back in on my
regular machine.
Snow Peak
User ID: 7566229
New Zealand
12/22/2011 05:17 PM
Bump for Tracking :)

A Celestial Truth, our Father which art in Heaven.........
Mother is our Earth, phyical, material....
Father is our Heaven, invisible, spiritual.....
I am the alpha Omega the begining and the end
As above, so below
One spirit expressed in 2 dimentions.
Yin and Yang = Tau
Holy trinity
The 3rd perpective
3rd eye
Everything is 3D!!!!
To understand a 3d picture fully, not only does the phyical need to be understood, but also the
spiritual, to make up the 3rd perpective of mans own makeup.
We are all connected to the stars, and the stars are connected to us.
Attributes of star astrology, baskets of knowledge....pertainng to people born or influance by
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specific energys relateing to electromitic energy connnection between the planets. Meaning the
energy configeration of ones birth, is reliant/resonates with other star configeration patterns
benificial to an individuals, time of birth, which can be mapped, used and utilized by any individual.
<<<Ra>>>
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On this piece, Understand "Jesus" WAS GOD OF Nebadon, the Creator of this local sector of the
creation. As long as you are searching for God, you are on the right path for YOU. You do NOT
have to be a Christian. The other avatars like Buddha, Mohammed et all, served Christ Michael as
teachers and showed also the "way." This message is aimed at the falled beings mostly, 8 billion
of whom have not made the grade by the end of this cycle. They rejected their Universe Creator.
Its also intended for those looking for "AI " intelligence under the singularity movement, to attempt
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to use Artificial intelligence to become "Gods". This does NOT work. AI does not make you
creating beings, and it will NOT allow you to bypass your LOCAL UNIVERSE to get to Paradise.
OK......., so the later part is also for YOU.
‘'I Am the Way, the Truth and the Life. No man commeth unto the Father but by me''
Michael of Nebadon thru Hazel August 27, 2010
This was a pivotal piece of teaching bequeathed by the Master Jesus when He walked your earth
plane, yet how man truly understood its meaning. Man was not sufficiently ready to receive this
truth then and is scarcely ready to receive it now. Yet it is significant that during these auspicious
times when the planet is about to enter a new cycle of life where dimensions anew are to be
experienced and earned, man must awaken to a higher understanding of himself and he can only
do so if he understands Me. Milestones have been achieved by mortals in terms of advancement,
yet spiritually they fail to attune themselves to a great truth that if understood could change the
tenor of their existence and path of soul evolution. I come again this day to effort to explain this
simple yet understated Truth.

I am the Way means that I am your ticket to a new destination. The ticket is only dispensed when
a choice is knowingly made. You must choose Me through belief and active seeking and you will
be given directions that will enable you to plot the coordinates that shall keep you on the path as
you create an enduring alliance with Me. When you are able to make this choice you will clearly
see that I Am the Way out of the illusion of mortality into the reality of immortality.

So we have primarily established that I Am the Way to eternal life. Yet eternal life can only be
guaranteed for those who can find and free their inner God presence. It is I who shall direct you
ones on the course that you must adopt to achieve this feat for first you must know Me before you
can know yourself and be inclined to liberate that which is divine within you.

I would like to explore with you a different perspective of what it means when I say 'I AM the
‘'Way'.' The ‘'Way'' cannot be separated from the ‘'Light'' as the light brings clarity of purpose and
engenders a clear path to the destiny of choice. The ‘'Way and the ‘'Light'' therefore go hand in
hand. I say that the Way is the Light and I am the Way and therefore the Light.
Yet another perspective of the ‘'Way'' shall I offer to you. Did I not birth my creation from love,
being the reason and root cause? Did I not create by way of electric light waves of motion from
the stillness of my mind? Is it therefore not true to say that stillness motivated by love to create by
light is the ‘'Way''? Can you therefore not see that the ‘'Way'' is Love and Light and that when you
choose Me you choose Love and Light? If Love and Light is the foundation of your earthly journey
you will have found the ‘'Way''.

Did I not think my creation into being? Am I therefore not within my creation? Is the ultimate goal
not to return to Source? If I am my creation and within my creation then the only way back to the
Source is through Me. Does this make sense to you ones who need to rationalize ME?

I AM the Way, I AM the Light and I AM the Love manifested in my creation. I created from a point
of stillness through Light motion. Does this not mean that if you choose the ‘'Way'' you too can
create all which you desire to create? The ‘'Way'' enables you to reflect and be all that the ‘'Way''
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is for are you not also the ‘'Way'' through Oneness with Me? The Way you shall become when you
find and know Me.

I AM the Truth.

Man fights amongst himself seeking to have his truth rendered as superior to another. Yet hardly
do men know what Truth is. You cannot know Truth unless you know Me- The ‘'Way''. For the
‘'Way'' shall always lead to the Truth. Man has belittled the Truth by tainting it with his personal
agendas. The Truth is never influenced. It is impartial. It is inexplicable and beyond rationalization.
The Truth must be known and that knowledge comes from knowing Me. Man's truth mostly is
generated by that which is external, seldom reconcilable with his inner knowing and void of inner
validation.

The TRUTH JUST IS AND IS JUST. That which is Truth knows only balance. It is as still,
steadfast and immutable as the Creator. There lies no mystery or magic in Truth. I can say no
more except to remind you that Truth emanates from within you because its origin is divine.
When you choose the ‘'Way'', you choose the Truth and it is the Truth when known and accepted
that shall lead you to attain the divine promise of eternal life. For at this point in your
understanding you shall accept without hesitation that I AM THE LIFE, that which is eternal and so
shall you be also when you can know this.

Beloveds the life I speak of is not of mortal orientation. It is life immortal to which I refer. Life
resides only in the spirit not the flesh. The spirit is All- its longevity is guaranteed by the promise of
eternal life. Yet eternal life is always a choice as much as a gift/promise. For I will never force my
children to choose Me; they must freely make this choice. I can say to you that many have chosen
to be uncreated instead of choosing Life. I wish to emphasize that even in your sphere of reality
which is earth plane, you are eternal. Mortal death is merely a transition to allow the soul to take
stock in order to determine the next level of experience needed along its ascending path.

You on earth during your incarnation must understand that your life on earth does not give you the
freedom to do that which you please without being accountable or responsible. You do not,
contrary to popular belief have one life to live. When you can understand that I am the Life and so
too are you, then you will realize in your incarnation that what you do will always impact on the
evolution of your immortal soul.
So what do I mean when I say ‘'No man commeth unto the Father but by me''.
The ultimate goal as I reminded you earlier is the return to the Source of ALL. Yet those
created by Me can only return to the Source by Me for I AM THE WAY.

You cannot bypass Me to get to the Source for I AND MY FATHER ARE ONE.

You cannot fudge your way to the Source without Me for I AND MY FATHER ARE ONE.
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You cannot cajole your way to the Source without me for I AND MY FATHER ARE ONE.

You cannot say that Christ Michael does not exist and seek to make your way back to the
Source for I AND MY FATHER ARE ONE.

You cannot believe in the Source and not in Me for I AND MY FATHER ARE ONE.

You cannot know of Me, denounce Me and choose the Source for I AND MY FATHER ARE
ONE.
When you know me, see me and hear me you will see, hear and know the Father, the
Source- the Centre of All. I AND MY FATHER ARE ONE. You must become ONE WITH ME
for I AM the Way to the Source.
My beloved children, it was a delight to once again effort to explain what this most crucial teaching
means. I trust that I have brought clarity and ask that you ponder these words and see whether
enlightenment dawns.

I am Christ Michael Aton, come this day to bring the word again and thank this my child for being
the emissary of the truth.

Hazel

[link to abundanthope.net]
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/22/2011 07:44 PM
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Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my website are
approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste the mods time by
making copyright infringement reports on them. See the end of the post for link and details.
Thankyou. NIP/Candace
The ascension of Earth IS about this prison ward ending and the coming of true cosmic knowing.
Some of you don't want to here this but beloved, the cosmos IS "heaven" if it must be a place to
you. There is so much out there.... yet for you to discover. NIP
Message 82: MEMBERSHIP OF THE COSMIC FAMILY
Seraphin through Rosie
R: Dearest Seraphin: I feel like everything is coming to a halt, and my desire to go out and partake
of that which is unhealthy, unwhole, superficial or compromising is EVER ON THE DECREASE …
It seems that the more I know, the more I refine my senses, the more intensely I see the
desecration, and the more intense my joy to see it end …
S: Indeed, Dearest, sensitivity at this time makes outside contacts a great challenge, and also you
sense the inevitable end of an era, thus rendering large ventures into the outside realm
redundant. Redundant also will be many vestiges of your physical lives which reflect the stagnant
and rigid frameworks lodged in your minds.
This is the time of great release from all familiarity – a time to put all that is familiar into a huge
box, AND TO VIEW IT FROM A GREAT DISTANCE, evaluating its contents – not in relation to
the other things in the box, but in relation to the new space which surrounds it. And I say that this
NEW SPACE, involving NEW CONCEPTS and NEW DIMENSIONS, A NEW DAWN OF
UNDERSTANDING AND CONNECTIONS ON LEVELS NEVER BEFORE DREAMED OF, will be
so overwhelming for you as inhabitants of earth, for you are going to be presented with the
UNIVERSE: UNIVERSES of new radical thoughts and situations, UNIVERSES of released
emotion, UNIVERSES of knowledge hitherto hidden, as well as NEW PHYSICAL UNIVERSES.
Those who are determined to hang onto the OLD at all costs, will prevent their own ease of
passage. And the passage will be SUDDEN, IRREVOCABLE and BEYOND YOUR
IMAGINATION. Rejoice in this, for it is a blessing to be given the opportunity to travel BEYOND
your present situation – your present self-destructive situation – at this time. Let your hearts be
filled with gratitude when this comes to pass, when the seas rise and fall, when the lands rise and
fall, when your past rises and falls, for the future will abound in abundance and ALL THNGS
NEW.
Old contacts may fall away, old partners may fall away, family groups may separate, but these are
not final moves, just intermediary ones towards other groups, families or partners, to whom your
soul wishes to progress. What seems initially like widespread destruction on all levels will actually
be entry into a new world, will actually be membership of the COSMIC FAMILY. Love Seraphin.
***********
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in anyway and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
[link to abundanthope.net]
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Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/22/2011 07:56 PM

Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my website are
approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste the mods time by
making copyright infringement reports on them. See the end of the post for link and details.
Thankyou. NIP/Candace
Message 78: THE LAST MINUTE WAKE-UP CALL
Seraphin through Rosie, 8th November 2011
R: Dearest Seraphin: it is 3.30 am and I have woken up again with that itching in my finger – a
sign that something is brewing and that you wish to talk to me. I am feeling a bit washed out so I
am not confident of writing coherently ….
S: Yes, Dearest, you are disorientated and tired, like so many others, often literally and mentally
wandering around “in the dead of night”, stumbling, unaware of what is really going on, your
senses numbed, with your only wish being TO RETURN TO BED, TO CONTINUE SLEEPING.
But this, which is a WORST CASE SCENARIO, is probably THE WORST THING TO DO as it
only serves to increase the state of shock in which you, as inhabitants of the planet will soon find
yourselves.
Be observant. Test your response ability in severe situations. Do you tend to look away and close
your eyes, or do you swerve round and serve the light within you, the light we represent, and the
light which will once again be restored on this wayward planet? For restored it will be, though you
still perpetuate the night, with your eyes closed for the greater part of the time.
Open your eyes and look around you. Is this “normal” behaviour? One person attacking another?
One group of people attacking another group? One nation attacking another nation, causing
untold bloodshed for reasons of power and selfishness? This scribe is so upset that she can
hardly continue to write. She is aware of the atrocities and that so far, no well-meaning people or
organisations have managed to put an end to this inhumane carnage. WHY IS THAT, BELOVED
CHILDEN? You see, our compassion for you is great, despite your extraordinary behaviour which
either actively contributes to or condones this situation. AND YOU CANNOT SAY THAT YOU
HAVE NO PART IN THIS, FOR EVERYONE PLAYS THEIR PART. NO-ONE CAN ABSCOND
FROM THEIR RESPONSIBILITY. THE “DAY OF RECKONING” IS DRAWING EVER NEARER.
But will you hear? Will you say: “Oh, there is just another accusing pointing finger. I am doing my
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best under the circumstances. They do not mean me.” But in this, you deceive yourself greatly,
FOR WE DO MEAN YOU, FOR YOU HAVE PRODUCED THE “CIRCUMSTANCES”. WE
BELIEVE IN YOUR GODLINESS, YOUR CAPABILITY TO ACT AS A PIVOT OF CHANGE, AN
ANGEL INCARNATE, ADVENTING A NEW WAY OF THINKING, A REVOLUTIONARY LINE OF
THOUGHT AND ACTION WHICH WILL REINTRODUCE HUMANE BEHAVIOUR AND
ERRADICATE AGRESSION FOR EVER MORE. You have that potential TO HURT NO-ONE, and
you must ALL develop the intense desire to find out EXACTLY how this can be achieved and
UNIVERSALLY IMPLEMENTED.
We recognise the very grave situation in which you find yourselves, on the brink of yet more wars,
on the brink of severe environmental pollution, on the brink of severe personal health risks, on the
brink of severe tectonic plate movement which is part of your planet’s ascension programme AND
WHICH WILL AFFECT YOU ALL. We beg you to ROOT OUT the causes of this bloodbath, to dig
as deep as possible, to recognise and expose WHY.
Just as we admonish you, we love you also. This message does not come to smack your fingers
like naughty children but to try and warn of the drastic changes which MUST OCCUR
ACCORDING TO THE LAWS OF BALANCE to rectify a situation which is SO OUT OF
BALANCE. Thus we urge you to go within, to shut your eyes, not to shut out but to search, and
ask the GOD IN YOU “Where shall I go next? What is my truth? What are my personal standards
and am I applying them in my personal life? Where do I make compromises? Where do I waste
resources? What must I know to gain a clearer view of my role here on this planet? HOW CAN I
BETTER SERVE?”
If, through this personal centering, you yourselves can progress and hold your balance, in loving
connection with the divine creative spirit which is our eternal father, then this will serve you well in
the tumultuous times to come. We love you, Seraphin
[link to abundanthope.net]
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in anyway and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.

Beam Me The Fuck Up!
User ID: 7574674
Australia
12/22/2011 10:32 PM

Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation
Re: CELESTIAL TRUTH
So when does it all go down Christ Michael?
The next 48 hours?
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Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/22/2011 10:58 PM

So when does it all go down Christ Michael?
The next 48 hours?
Quoting: Beam Me The Fuck Up!

when conditions are perfect. Only he and his team KNOW.
cliffnote
User ID: 1502650
United States
12/22/2011 11:13 PM
you got the shit in laymans writings?... im lazy and really dont care to read all of that.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/22/2011 11:16 PM

you got the shit in laymans writings?... im lazy and really dont care to read all of that.
Quoting: cliffnote 1502650

Lazy is your problem not mine. In many of my posts I have bolded the lazy parts for you. A partial
cliff notes version, is time is up and you have little time left to get right with your inner self.

carmenDi0xide
User ID: 1533059
United States
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12/23/2011 12:09 AM

[link to abundanthope.net]
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
Link broken.
BTW Just asking: The channeling part seems troubling and the hypnosis (Hazel page). I thought
tptb use hypnosis and channeling to an evil purpose?
The problem always is how to discern. There are a zillion ideas out there and not all can be equal.
Right?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/23/2011 12:28 AM

[link to abundanthope.net]
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
Link broken.
BTW Just asking: The channeling part seems troubling and the hypnosis (Hazel page). I thought
tptb use hypnosis and channeling to an evil purpose?
Quoting: carmenDi0xide

thanks on the link, took me awhile to figure what was wrong. It's ok now .
Hypnosis will be one of the most incredible tools for soul growth, because in the hands of a
qualified person, the "client" can review the soul records and many sources of discomfort can be
discovered. While we "succumb" the word "channeling" because its in common usage, what we
do is telepathy which is mind to mind conversation between two or more individual, and in fact
HOW its done in the higher realms. And was once on this earth. The tower of babel story about
the confounding of the many tongues of man, (well I don't have it quite right, not going to dig out
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my bible tonight), was the loss of telepathy in man, allowing only speech.
There is nothing "evil" about the channeling process, which means a being uses the vocal cords of
a person to communicate, while the person is under hypnosis.
That is how the Edgar Cayce material was done in fact, and how Dolores Cannon works, its called
the "sleeping prophet" method and the entire Urantia Book, all 2000+ pages was given by this
method, by a special sleeping prophet who incarnated for that purpose. Actually it was necessary
to have huge accuracy for the UB and I suspect that sleeping prophet was not born of woman, but
arrived in a ready made adult body, in which the memory is not lost. Birth produces great memory
loss and even Jesus had that problem as a younger person until he awakened to his purpose. (As
did I myself)
In fact the communication between your higher self, your Father Fragment and you, is totally mind
to mind. Your Father fragment has no mouth or vocal cords.
Telepathy can occur with a negative being, and negative beings can come thru under hypnosis
too. both require great skill so prevent that. Its not hard to feel malevolence.
I haven't visited Hazels site to see what she has on it lately. I talk to her over the phone and she
has been preparing herself to do top quality hypnosis for healing purposes. It will become a
common modality of true healing, to discover deep rooted problems.
TPTB can abuse the process, yes.
I am getting off now, bedtime.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7356201
United States
12/23/2011 12:53 AM
Dig
Groove is in the heart
http://youtu.be/C4D1HSL7P98
Prisoner of Technology
aeternus et infinitus unum
User ID: 2364002
United States
12/23/2011 04:57 AM

How do I join your cult?
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Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/23/2011 09:18 AM

Re: CELESTIAL TRUTH
How do I join your cult?
Quoting: Prisoner of Technology

It is NO cult. We are a teaching organization joined with the Ones that were Jesus and others of
the celestial realms. join with your INNER SELF to walk in the light to serve if you so choose.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/23/2011 10:14 AM
The most important teaching of Jesus left out of your bible:
His Father is also YOUR Father, thus you are a Son of God. Your Father is WITHIN YOU.
The most destructive teachings added to the Bible:
Hell: It does NOT exist. However, prison worlds DO. This is one for those who choose not to live
within the Laws of God and the Cosmos.
You must "believe" on Jesus and accept him as your savior for Salvation. WRONG. YOU ARE
YOUR SALVATION. You alone LIVE your LIFE ETERNAL. Nobody can do that for you.
"Heaven" Its not a place to play with Jesus for eternity. All beings, Angel and Man, live on
WORLDS. Heaven is any world significantly better than earth. This earth is going to become a
member world of "heaven."
[link to www.abundanthope.net] AH IS a GLOBAL organization.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/23/2011 10:10 AM

Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my website are
approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste the mods time by
making copyright infringement reports on them. See the end of the post for link and details.
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Thankyou. NIP/Candace
Also its a GOOD DAY for Handel. The trumpets are sounding. [link to www.youtube.com] more
there.

CM Expresses His Gratitude
By Johan and CM
Dec 25, 2011

This morning meditation, after connecting with, Namaste'ing, welcoming all parties involved, went
the usual way of asking CMAton for His Will and there was only THANKFULNESS, GRATITUDE,
GRATEFULNESS in the air ... I think seeing and replying to Ruben his thread has alot to do with
this. Lots of Love and Light via Reiki went out to ALL PARTIES INVOLVED AGAIN, a general
round of THANKS and supportive and healing Reiki to those who needed it ...
When I came to asking CMAton what allowed to see and report, It took several attempts to see
clearly what was shown to me, so many lose visuals, persons, situations that I kept asking
CMAton what it was exactly that He wanted me to see or if all of that was my pure imagination and
He said :
'' All of what you see is your imagination, or created by thought and happened already or just
about to manifest, spiritualise if you want. It proves the ONENESS of IT ALL and your ONENESS
once you understand and accept. Then you are HOME indeed, and only the wellbeing of ALL
involved matters. That is my task at hand even as a Sovereign and that task is about to close the
curtain on this society, lift the veil to what could have been, should have been AND WILL BE THIS
TIME AROUND ... and help co-create with all of those involved, all who chose to stand tall in Light
and Love and Truth, no matter the storms around.

[link to abundanthope.net]

This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1364770
United States
12/23/2011 05:17 PM
you got the shit in laymans writings?... im lazy and really dont care to read all of that.
Quoting: cliffnote 1502650
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Lazy is your problem not mine. In many of my posts I have bolded the lazy parts for you. A partial
cliff notes version, is time is up and you have little time left to get right with your inner self.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
please unconfuse me on this:
how can you say one minute that no one knows when, only He and his team know, then left and
right tell people they're running out of time to read this???
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/23/2011 05:19 PM

you got the shit in laymans writings?... im lazy and really dont care to read all of that.
Quoting: cliffnote 1502650

Lazy is your problem not mine. In many of my posts I have bolded the lazy parts for you. A partial
cliff notes version, is time is up and you have little time left to get right with your inner self.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
please unconfuse me on this:
how can you say one minute that no one knows when, only He and his team know, then left and
right tell people they're running out of time to read this???
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1364770

because the goal is that we will not see the new year, but the exact day is not given, they are still
doing their todo list. I know the target date, but it could be before or after the target date. Its
always a good idea to live every day as if it might be the last anyway.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1364770
United States
12/23/2011 05:35 PM
you got the shit in laymans writings?... im lazy and really dont care to read all of that.
Quoting: cliffnote 1502650

Lazy is your problem not mine. In many of my posts I have bolded the lazy parts for you. A partial
cliff notes version, is time is up and you have little time left to get right with your inner self.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
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please unconfuse me on this:
how can you say one minute that no one knows when, only He and his team know, then left and
right tell people they're running out of time to read this???
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1364770

because the goal is that we will not see the new year, but the exact day is not given, they are still
doing their todo list. I know the target date, but it could be before or after the target date. Its
always a good idea to live every day as if it might be the last anyway.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

but i'm guessing there's some possibility that none of this materializes and January comes and
goes like normal?
Celia D.
User ID: 7242819
United States
12/23/2011 05:43 PM
Howdy You presume too much.
You presume the information you are presenting is accurate, and you presume most people care
one way or the other.
And what will your presumptions get you?
Nothing. You can't save anyone - we can only save ourselves.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1286724
United States
12/23/2011 05:43 PM
if the Father wants us to know we are loved and know the message i don't like that he keeps
sending humans to do it (seriously)
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1364770

Comet Lovejoy

Thread: JUPITER IGNITION!!!!!!! (Page 438)
AWFUL
User ID: 7619351
United States
12/23/2011 05:59 PM
Was it 3 or 4 days that the solstis was off by
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1286724
United States
12/23/2011 06:02 PM
Obviously "Hazel" is another one of your crazy personalities.
Are there any sane people in there with you?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1307122

I AM URANTIAN, I AM WITH THEM.
theSearchingJones
Just like Jesus ~ anti-religious
User ID: 1100447
United States
12/23/2011 06:05 PM

So when does it all go down Christ Michael?
The next 48 hours?
Quoting: Beam Me The Fuck Up!

when conditions are perfect. Only he and his team KNOW.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

We have been hearing that for the last 2000 years(~)...
wait for it;
wait for it;
its:
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Tomorrow(~)
its ALWAYS tomorrow(~)
Yin
User ID: 7623407
United Kingdom
12/23/2011 07:00 PM
There's no Jesus. Jesus and the characters surrounding Jesus was made up by the Piso family
and the Bush's are the descendents of the Piso family.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 6647257

It is true to say that Jesus was not His name...
Religion has fooled and lied to humanity regarding the Christ that walked the earth and gave of his
knowledge to assist humanity... but no matter how much religion has warped and reversed this
masters message it cannot be altered that His fundamental teaching was to love thy neighbour
and do unto others as you would have done to yourself... simple and true.
As a human can you follow this basic truth for life? and in the knowledge that mass deception has
taken place can you proceed to discern every piece of information presented to you by the worlds
'leadership' that thus far has led humanity to hell on Earth?
The Christmas spirit can be upheld in Truth regardless of the religious tyranny against our
Creator... goodness is ever present to those of us who genuinely desire peace and good will to all
men, women and child of Earth.
Open your heart to the One that breathed life into your very being.

Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/23/2011 07:24 PM

Howdy You presume too much.
You presume the information you are presenting is accurate, and you presume most people care
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one way or the other.
And what will your presumptions get you?
Nothing. You can't save anyone - we can only save ourselves.
Quoting: Celia D.

My information is not about saving any one and I often remind people that they can only save
themselves. I run the only 2nd Coming organization partnered with those that played the role of
Jesus. If you have paid any attention to my work, you KNOW we do not offer any "salvation" only
teaching of what people ought to KNOW about God and the creation and we keep it awfully
simple.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/23/2011 07:28 PM

Was it 3 or 4 days that the solstis was off by.
Quoting: AWFUL

Well its NOT here yet, the sun at rise was still moving south today. I forget to check high noon
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/23/2011 07:32 PM

So when does it all go down Christ Michael?
The next 48 hours?
Quoting: Beam Me The Fuck Up!
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when conditions are perfect. Only he and his team KNOW.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

We have been hearing that for the last 2000 years(~)...

its ALWAYS tomorrow(~)
Quoting: theSearchingJones

It was told 2000 years ago it would be in about 2000 years, which was LEFT OUT.
Cybervato
User ID: 2066988
United States
12/23/2011 07:42 PM
you got the shit in laymans writings?... im lazy and really dont care to read all of that.
Quoting: cliffnote 1502650

Lazy is your problem not mine. In many of my posts I have bolded the lazy parts for you. A partial
cliff notes version, is time is up and you have little time left to get right with your inner self.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

What if everything you believe is wrong?
theSearchingJones
Just like Jesus ~ anti-religious
User ID: 1100447
United States
12/23/2011 07:44 PM

So when does it all go down Christ Michael?
The next 48 hours?
Quoting: Beam Me The Fuck Up!

when conditions are perfect. Only he and his team KNOW.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
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We have been hearing that for the last 2000 years(~)...

its ALWAYS tomorrow(~)
Quoting: theSearchingJones

It was told 2000 years ago it would be in about 2000 years, which was LEFT OUT.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

What are "they" waiting for, besides the perfect conditions???
ty
btw: 5 stars for you, Sister (and Green Karma)
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/23/2011 08:11 PM

you got the shit in laymans writings?... im lazy and really dont care to read all of that.
Quoting: cliffnote 1502650

Lazy is your problem not mine. In many of my posts I have bolded the lazy parts for you. A partial
cliff notes version, is time is up and you have little time left to get right with your inner self.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

What if everything you believe is wrong?
Quoting: Cybervato

We are not wrong, but the celestials can and do change of their plans. We have tried many ideas
to get man to awaken to being a son of God. All this has thus truly been in man's hands.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
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...

when conditions are perfect. Only he and his team KNOW.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

We have been hearing that for the last 2000 years(~)...

its ALWAYS tomorrow(~)
Quoting: theSearchingJones

It was told 2000 years ago it would be in about 2000 years, which was LEFT OUT.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

What are "they" waiting for, besides the perfect conditions???
ty
btw: 5 stars for you, Sister (and Green Karma)
Quoting: theSearchingJones

actions to be completed or not by the dark. There is for example an important paper they are
encouraged to sign which is mentioned here on my site. [link to abundanthope.net] followed with
the reminder of stasis. [link to abundanthope.net] we do not disclose the telepath involved in these
messages, so risky to said person.
theSearchingJones
Just like Jesus ~ anti-religious
User ID: 1100447
United States
12/23/2011 08:16 PM
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you got the shit in laymans writings?... im lazy and really dont care to read all of that.
Quoting: cliffnote 1502650

Lazy is your problem not mine. In many of my posts I have bolded the lazy parts for you. A partial
cliff notes version, is time is up and you have little time left to get right with your inner self.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

What if everything you believe is wrong?
Quoting: Cybervato

We are not wrong, but the celestials can and do change of their plans. We have tried many ideas
to get man to awaken to being a son of God. All this has thus truly been in man's hands.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

It's in my hands >>> there's Peace on Earth now(~)
Time to go to Heaven now
How did I do?
theSearchingJones
Just like Jesus ~ anti-religious
User ID: 1100447
United States
12/23/2011 08:19 PM

...

We have been hearing that for the last 2000 years(~)...

its ALWAYS tomorrow(~)
Quoting: theSearchingJones

It was told 2000 years ago it would be in about 2000 years, which was LEFT OUT.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

What are "they" waiting for, besides the perfect conditions???
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ty
btw: 5 stars for you, Sister (and Green Karma)
Quoting: theSearchingJones

actions to be completed or not by the dark. There is for example an important paper they are
encouraged to sign which is mentioned here on my site. [link to abundanthope.net] followed with
the reminder of stasis. [link to abundanthope.net] we do not disclose the telepath involved in these
messages, so risky to said person.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I'll be checking that out > tyvm(~)

I just wish "they" would just get on with it(~)
or at least give us a sign of what's going to happen.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/23/2011 08:57 PM

...

It was told 2000 years ago it would be in about 2000 years, which was LEFT OUT.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

What are "they" waiting for, besides the perfect conditions???
ty
btw: 5 stars for you, Sister (and Green Karma)
Quoting: theSearchingJones

actions to be completed or not by the dark. There is for example an important paper they are
encouraged to sign which is mentioned here on my site. [link to abundanthope.net] followed with
the reminder of stasis. [link to abundanthope.net] we do not disclose the telepath involved in these
messages, so risky to said person.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
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I'll be checking that out > tyvm(~)

I just wish "they" would just get on with it(~)
or at least give us a sign of what's going to happen.
Quoting: theSearchingJones

what kind of sign to you require? I suppose when it happens you will awaken aboard the
appropriate craft and you will know then. I dont know, watch the skies, maybe you will see
something. who knows.
the white rose
User ID: 108824
United States
12/23/2011 10:30 PM
you got the shit in laymans writings?... im lazy and really dont care to read all of that.
Quoting: cliffnote 1502650

IT'S MY WILL THY WILL BE DONE ,AT ONE MENT OF FATHER AND SON . the white rose
Perf
User ID: 1379840
United States
12/23/2011 10:51 PM
Girl, you take this GLP role playing seriously.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/23/2011 10:53 PM

Girl, you take this GLP role playing seriously.

.
Quoting: Perf
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to whom is this addressed?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4596203
United States
12/24/2011 12:25 AM
...

We have been hearing that for the last 2000 years(~)...

its ALWAYS tomorrow(~)
Quoting: theSearchingJones

It was told 2000 years ago it would be in about 2000 years, which was LEFT OUT.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

What are "they" waiting for, besides the perfect conditions???
ty
btw: 5 stars for you, Sister (and Green Karma)
Quoting: theSearchingJones

actions to be completed or not by the dark. There is for example an important paper they are
encouraged to sign which is mentioned here on my site. [link to abundanthope.net] followed with
the reminder of stasis. [link to abundanthope.net] we do not disclose the telepath involved in these
messages, so risky to said person.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Any idea what the nature of that paper is? I was wondering.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4596203
United States
12/24/2011 12:27 AM
Does the heart attack of Prince Philip, first reported as his death, have to do with these final
actions?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/24/2011 12:41 AM
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Does the heart attack of Prince Philip, first reported as his death, have to do with these final
actions?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4596203

I think the first reports are correct, considering the screen shot
scrump got in that thread. I have no idea otherwise. I would suspect murder though.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/24/2011 12:43 AM

...

It was told 2000 years ago it would be in about 2000 years, which was LEFT OUT.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

What are "they" waiting for, besides the perfect conditions???
ty
btw: 5 stars for you, Sister (and Green Karma)
Quoting: theSearchingJones

actions to be completed or not by the dark. There is for example an important paper they are
encouraged to sign which is mentioned here on my site. [link to abundanthope.net] followed with
the reminder of stasis. [link to abundanthope.net] we do not disclose the telepath involved in these
messages, so risky to said person.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Any idea what the nature of that paper is? I was wondering.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4596203
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Surrender. Meaning they will not face extinction. For the high courts of the Ancients of Days.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4596203
United States
12/24/2011 10:20 AM
Disinfo Agent. I wonder who pays them.
3
Quoting: 3ogla 7642512

And why?
I'll admit to some skepticism, despite the signs I've seen. How can the curtain suddenly drop on
this life? But NIP and AH have gone all in on this, there's no limited hangout. That's as credible as
they can be.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/24/2011 11:15 AM

Disinfo Agent. I wonder who pays them.
3
Quoting: 3ogla 7642512

we receive NO money as any "payment". None on my teams receives any sort of salary. We
accept contributions for the website costs only, because I live on disability and cannot support the
website costs.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1445041
Canada
12/24/2011 11:17 AM
Something tells me they did not sign the papers?
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theSearchingJones
Just like Jesus ~ anti-religious
User ID: 1100447
United States
12/24/2011 11:34 AM

...

What are "they" waiting for, besides the perfect conditions???
ty
btw: 5 stars for you, Sister (and Green Karma)
Quoting: theSearchingJones

actions to be completed or not by the dark. There is for example an important paper they are
encouraged to sign which is mentioned here on my site. [link to abundanthope.net] followed with
the reminder of stasis. [link to abundanthope.net] we do not disclose the telepath involved in these
messages, so risky to said person.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I'll be checking that out > tyvm(~)

I just wish "they" would just get on with it(~)
or at least give us a sign of what's going to happen.
Quoting: theSearchingJones

what kind of sign to you require? I suppose when it happens you will awaken aboard the
appropriate craft and you will know then. I dont know, watch the skies, maybe you will see
something. who knows.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

the sign I require = Action, something I can see with my own eyes, not words(~). Up until now, all
it has been is talk, talk, talk > Now is the time to Walk the Talk(~)

p.s. and by the end of this year (2011) ty
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Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/24/2011 11:53 AM

By ATON/Christ Michael. Page 19 of Phoenix Journal #33 Murder by Atomic Suicide 1991 [link to
webzoom.freewebs.com] to those collecting green thumbs, this Phoenix Journal is NOT
copyrighted. God does NOT copyright his teachings.
*****************

The whole human race is divided into two general groupings: a renascent few of the many whose
ascension is toward the Light and the decadent millions whose descension is toward the dark.
The world is undergoing the agonies of a cataclysmic rebirth from body-sensing to Mind-knowing.
You who are becoming aware of your Soul will become the seed for saving the human race from
its deep plunge into the darkest of all its dark ages since the Dawn of Consciousness in man.
Civilization has been self-destroyed many times during the past six thousand years and is again
being self-destroyed, and all for the same reasons--SELFISHNESS OF BODIES AND DESIRES
OF BODIES FOR SENSATIONS OF BODIES. Civilization can be reborn only through LOVE OF
MIND EXPRESSED IN BROTHERHOOD OF ETERNAL MAN WITHIN BODIES.
For thousands of years, men have been hurting each other to gain something for themselves.
They have not yet discovered that they cannot hurt another without hurting themselves.
The reason for the present decadence of the human race is because of the accumulation of selfpunishments resulting from the continued hurting of Man&#8223;s own self BY HIMSELF while
attempting to hurt other men.
Empires are being disintegrated because of Man&#8223;s attempt to gain happiness, wealth,
power and prosperity for himself by destroying the happiness, wealth, power and prosperity of
others.
New empires are attempting to be built by destroying other empires. Empire builders have
themselves created their own destroyers. To live by the sword is to die by the sword.
Empires are not only being destroyed from without but from within. Graft and corruption are
rampant in governments. An era of unprecedented crime and moral degradation is undermining all
countries as termites undermine buildings.
Nations which were built upon crime are being destroyed by crime, nation by nation and man by
man. That which man gave to man is being regiven to him in his own image.
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There is deep decadence in all the arts. Beauty has been replaced by ugliness in painting, music
and sculpture. Culture is at a lowering ebb all over the world. No great men are being produced of
such majestic standards as those great geniuses who have given you that which is wondrous in
present world culture. Many geniuses are still being born into the world, but they are not being
given the recognition needed for survival for the point of the corruption is to destroy that which is
already present as values and prevent the new of beauty and perfection to flourish.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/24/2011 11:55 AM

...

actions to be completed or not by the dark. There is for example an important paper they are
encouraged to sign which is mentioned here on my site. [link to abundanthope.net] followed with
the reminder of stasis. [link to abundanthope.net] we do not disclose the telepath involved in these
messages, so risky to said person.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I'll be checking that out > tyvm(~)

I just wish "they" would just get on with it(~)
or at least give us a sign of what's going to happen.
Quoting: theSearchingJones

what kind of sign to you require? I suppose when it happens you will awaken aboard the
appropriate craft and you will know then. I dont know, watch the skies, maybe you will see
something. who knows.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

the sign I require = Action, something I can see with my own eyes, not words(~). Up until now, all
it has been is talk, talk, talk > Now is the time to Walk the Talk(~)

p.s. and by the end of this year (2011) ty
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Quoting: theSearchingJones

The sign you SEEK can only come from WITHIN YOU. Once the stasis happens, it is done. There
will be NO "hints" of the process, but if you are driving on the road, and become very sleepy,
might be a good idea to get off it. There is exactly NO proof of it before it manifests. This entire
world and parts of it, have been in stasis for short durations many times now. I bet you cannot list
a single one. There was one of a week's duration in 1992, when earth entered the photon belt. If
you were alive then, I assume you have no memory of it.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/24/2011 12:15 PM

From the same PJ #33 given above. [link to webzoom.freewebs.com] Page 85. I posted this on
AH the other day.

REC #2 HATONN/GERMAIN TUESDAY, JULY 2, 1991 2:16 P.M. YEAR 4, DAY 320
We are returned to continue with our JOURNAL. Hatonn in Light. I would like to say just a bit of
response to our friend, Jack M. who has just written some very thoughtful questions. He suggests
that possibly we could give you some instances wherein a space vehicle was that which appeared
in the sky at various Biblical times.
Yes, indeed, and you, friend, have already given a few of them such as Ezekiel&#8223;s “wheel”
and Moses on the mountain to receive the plates, and that which led the children across the
wilderness, etc. There are three which you have missed right off the top.
At one time in the Old Testament there were many, many instances from the “day of Creation” in
which “God Created the Stars”. (No, but all the various craft were standing by to serve in a most
interesting manner.) Then there was the command that the stars were not to be worshipped; that
because they were craft with brethren and not Gods.
Then there was the time the “sun stood still”--no, this is incorrect at any event because it would
have been the world which would have had to stop for the sun didn't move about. The light
stopped because the light was a starship.
Then, of course there was the birth of the Christ-child and then the taking away of Emmanuel for
his lessons with his higher brothers and teachers. Then for Hezekiah “the sun moved backwards”-no, but the ship did so. And then at the time of the crucifixion the sun and sky were darkened by
a ship larger than your planet which moved before the sun for it was an infamous day.
Watch out now for the time when you shall have a most awful and terrifying LIGHT and then the
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sun shall be blackened for three days--I suggest you take that one incident of prediction quite
seriously. The times of appearances and manifestations are throughout the entire experience of
the Bible--before and after--to the point I cannot take the time from the writings to list them all. Just
as with so many other Truths from the records being removed--so too, were the references which
were valid and remembered but removed so that you would not be given into knowing Truth.
theSearchingJones
Just like Jesus ~ anti-religious
User ID: 1100447
United States
12/24/2011 12:32 PM

...

I'll be checking that out > tyvm(~)

I just wish "they" would just get on with it(~)
or at least give us a sign of what's going to happen.
Quoting: theSearchingJones

what kind of sign to you require? I suppose when it happens you will awaken aboard the
appropriate craft and you will know then. I dont know, watch the skies, maybe you will see
something. who knows.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

the sign I require = Action, something I can see with my own eyes, not words(~). Up until now, all
it has been is talk, talk, talk > Now is the time to Walk the Talk(~)

p.s. and by the end of this year (2011) ty
Quoting: theSearchingJones

The sign you SEEK can only come from WITHIN YOU. Once the stasis happens, it is done. There
will be NO "hints" of the process, but if you are driving on the road, and become very sleepy,
might be a good idea to get off it. There is exactly NO proof of it before it manifests. This entire
world and parts of it, have been in stasis for short durations many times now. I bet you cannot list
a single one. There was one of a week's duration in 1992, when earth entered the photon belt. If
you were alive then, I assume you have no memory of it.
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Quoting: Nobody in Particular

dear NiP,
I'm sorry, but I don't accept ^^^ what you're trying to say.
No, the sign I seek is an EXTERNAL one, one that would prove to me (and others) that there's a
"source" out there that can do the things you're claiming they can do.
Once again: What are "they" really waiting for???
I, for one, am finished waiting > Action or BS.
btw: I will continue MY quest, with or without "them".

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4213593
United States
12/24/2011 01:05 PM
you got the shit in laymans writings?... im lazy and really dont care to read all of that.
Quoting: cliffnote 1502650

Lazy is your problem not mine. In many of my posts I have bolded the lazy parts for you. A partial
cliff notes version, is time is up and you have little time left to get right with your inner self.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
please unconfuse me on this:
how can you say one minute that no one knows when, only He and his team know, then left and
right tell people they're running out of time to read this???
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1364770

because the goal is that we will not see the new year, but the exact day is not given, they are
still doing their todo list. I know the target date, but it could be before or after the target date. Its
always a good idea to live every day as if it might be the last anyway.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

This is LITERALLY what you said at this time LAST year (2010):
Dec 9, 2010 - Christ Michael asks of the High Councils, When is Enough, Enough?
Kibo's memory of CM's speech sometime ago.
Candace: REPOSTED on front page today, as a reminder as to the PROMISE. It says, darkness
will be removed before the end of this calendar year. it does not say we will be in stasis then,
but that is the plan. I have no problem if announcements are going well, if it takes a couple days
longer, so that the full purpose of the announcement period is full filled.
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"target dates" are obviously meaningless at this point.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/24/2011 01:10 PM

...

what kind of sign to you require? I suppose when it happens you will awaken aboard the
appropriate craft and you will know then. I dont know, watch the skies, maybe you will see
something. who knows.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

the sign I require = Action, something I can see with my own eyes, not words(~). Up until now, all
it has been is talk, talk, talk > Now is the time to Walk the Talk(~)

p.s. and by the end of this year (2011) ty
Quoting: theSearchingJones

The sign you SEEK can only come from WITHIN YOU. Once the stasis happens, it is done. There
will be NO "hints" of the process, but if you are driving on the road, and become very sleepy,
might be a good idea to get off it. There is exactly NO proof of it before it manifests. This entire
world and parts of it, have been in stasis for short durations many times now. I bet you cannot list
a single one. There was one of a week's duration in 1992, when earth entered the photon belt. If
you were alive then, I assume you have no memory of it.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

dear NiP,
I'm sorry, but I don't accept ^^^ what you're trying to say.
No, the sign I seek is an EXTERNAL one, one that would prove to me (and others) that there's a
"source" out there that can do the things you're claiming they can do.
Once again: What are "they" really waiting for???
I, for one, am finished waiting > Action or BS.
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btw: I will continue MY quest, with or without "them".

Quoting: theSearchingJones
well stick to your own ignorance then, for to know you must seek within. There can be given no
advance notice of stasis, no way to be sure it is coming and considering that FACT, there is
nothing you can do about it anyway.

Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/24/2011 02:03 PM

Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my
website are approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste
the mods time by making copyright infringement reports on them. See the end of the post
for link and details. Thankyou. NIP/Candace

Esu Comments on Stasis
By Jess Anthony
Dec 26, 2011

12-24-11
Esu, comments?
Jess, let's talk. Now is the time. We have begun the preparations to start stasis, but it is not ready
to activate yet. That moment has not been determined precisely, but everything is in position and
can move into action when required. There is a rest mode before the action starts in earnest.
We can speak about the logistics, because I know you are curious. Perhaps others are too. The
ships are moving into place to cover an arc of 180 degrees. This allows the ships to move in
parallel and work their way around the complete circle of the Earth. The width of the beam they
will use is about a degree of longitude. This focus is not a problem, because they can change
positions quickly. It only takes a few minutes to trigger a stasis condition in one place. As was said
in other situations, the frequency of the beamed energy causes the vibration that activates the cell
to be transformed into a frequency that matches the one being beamed. This new frequency is not
compatible with the range of frequencies that make up the structure of your physical existence
currently. Once this frequency changes, your individual energy frequency moves into a place that
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has no interaction with where it came from.
This disconnect from current existence frequencies creates the illusion of you being paused. Once
you are paused, so to speak, we can maneuver your energy with our range of energy frequencies.
We can move you around easily and quickly, if we need to. Energy is fast moving, as you know.
We can disassemble and reassemble you with no difficulties.
The notion that you will be beamed up to the ship is more an energy exchange than physical
lifting, as you probably imagine it to be. Remember your physical body here is just energy at a
specific range of frequencies. You have the belief that it is solid, but it actually is just energy
moving. Energy carries information archives and these are used to create your individual definition
of identity. You have a template that you build to experience various interactions with other energy
patterns. This appears as if you are physically in contact with another person.
We can control the frequencies of your energy packets, so your perception of yourself is the result
of what you agree to work within. You also have input into the ongoing shape of your embodiment,
and the experiences you undertake influence the body you imagine you inhabit. Your
surroundings are determined by you and your perceptions of what you think you should
experience. Your reality is what you determine it to be, based on an unlimited number of paths
you can take. In the larger sense, reality is all of those options. Once you make a choice, the other
options remain options, although you have not followed that path. In your individual situation, no
other options exist once you have made a choice. The range of options exists for your next
choice, however.
The timeframe is difficult to describe. Once a segment of the globe goes into stasis, time stops at
that point. Midnight, for instance, is always midnight because there is no later time to measure it
against. In that way, stasis can be imposed in a way that seems almost instantaneous. The
explanation doesn't seem logical, I realize, but remember that "time" is an artificial measurement
you have constructed to gauge your existence linearly.
Esu, let's go back to the timing. How long will it take in terms of our time measurements? We were
told it would be 24 hours, starting in the Far East. Is this still valid?
The time frame is different now. We have more precisely focused beams that can move more
quickly than what we told you earlier. We expect to move through the transition in a matter of your
minutes. That doesn't seem possible you argue. We can stop your time even before it registers on
your perception. The passage of time is flexible and is dependent on the energy involved with the
frequency.
I don't have much more to say. This transition will be very quick when it happens. You won't know
it is happening until you wake up. We promise you that. There is no way to prepare for it beyond
being accepting and at rest.
Once you wake up, you will find many things have changed. You will be changed, as well, and
many of your global problems will be alleviated. There is no way that man alone could tackle
some of the critical issues that are facing the planet. We don't want these to reach the point they
could. It would be very difficult to resolve the crises that would then result.
This stasis is an intervention of sorts to allow Gaia to prepare for the configuration that is
necessary. As part of that, many of the toxic situations will be removed by us. This will entail
physical changes and destruction of much that man has constructed. That is unavoidable because
many of the templates used cannot be acclimated to a higher energy frequency. Stable structures
in the third dimension are not so reliable in the fourth or higher. We have to set everything up
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properly for your true ascension.
I say "we" but man is also a part of this restructuring. Just as the initial creation was coordinated
by those with understanding of human DNA and the physical structures that would be needed to
activate this range of energy, so can this re-configuring be started by galactic brothers with the
intention of allowing man to continue with what has been started. There should be no feeling of
condescension in acknowledging that knowledge and expertise is specialized in different areas.
Experts coordinate and lead others to follow in sure pathways. Education and experience are
constant, and new information is always being discovered.
I would read other posts and messages and plan accordingly. Adequate information has been
provided and Christ Michael Aton's intentions are clear. A galactic timetable is working, and the
process for stasis could begin at any moment. There is not more that I can tell you now. You will
know when the time is called.
Esu
[link to abundanthope.net]

This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/24/2011 02:07 PM

Re: CELESTIAL TRUTH
...

Lazy is your problem not mine. In many of my posts I have bolded the lazy parts for you. A partial
cliff notes version, is time is up and you have little time left to get right with your inner self.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
please unconfuse me on this:
how can you say one minute that no one knows when, only He and his team know, then left and
right tell people they're running out of time to read this???
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1364770
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because the goal is that we will not see the new year, but the exact day is not given, they are
still doing their todo list. I know the target date, but it could be before or after the target date. Its
always a good idea to live every day as if it might be the last anyway.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

This is LITERALLY what you said at this time LAST year (2010):
Dec 9, 2010 - Christ Michael asks of the High Councils, When is Enough, Enough?
Kibo's memory of CM's speech sometime ago.
Candace: REPOSTED on front page today, as a reminder as to the PROMISE. It says, darkness
will be removed before the end of this calendar year. it does not say we will be in stasis then,
but that is the plan. I have no problem if announcements are going well, if it takes a couple days
longer, so that the full purpose of the announcement period is full filled.

"target dates" are obviously meaningless at this point.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4213593

The plan of last year collapsed. The dark brothers went amongst other things on a massive
murder binge which included in this country that mess in Arizona. Not allowed more detail on that
one. But it was not the only one, nor the only game played.
The most important teaching of Jesus left out of your bible:
His Father is also YOUR Father, thus you are a Son of God. Your Father is WITHIN YOU.
----------------------The most destructive teachings added to the Bible:
Hell: It does NOT exist. However, prison worlds DO. This is one for those who choose not to live
within the Laws of God and the Cosmos.
You must "believe" on Jesus and accept him as your savior for Salvation. WRONG. YOU ARE
YOUR SALVATION. You alone LIVE your LIFE ETERNAL. Nobody can do that for you.
"Heaven" Its not a place to play with Jesus for eternity. All beings, Angel and Man, live on
WORLDS. Heaven is any world significantly better than earth. This earth is going to become a
member world of "heaven."
[link to www.abundanthope.net] AH IS a GLOBAL organization.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4596203
United States
12/24/2011 02:24 PM
...
please unconfuse me on this:
how can you say one minute that no one knows when, only He and his team know, then left and
right tell people they're running out of time to read this???
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1364770
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because the goal is that we will not see the new year, but the exact day is not given, they are
still doing their todo list. I know the target date, but it could be before or after the target date. Its
always a good idea to live every day as if it might be the last anyway.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

This is LITERALLY what you said at this time LAST year (2010):
Dec 9, 2010 - Christ Michael asks of the High Councils, When is Enough, Enough?
Kibo's memory of CM's speech sometime ago.
Candace: REPOSTED on front page today, as a reminder as to the PROMISE. It says, darkness
will be removed before the end of this calendar year. it does not say we will be in stasis then,
but that is the plan. I have no problem if announcements are going well, if it takes a couple days
longer, so that the full purpose of the announcement period is full filled.

"target dates" are obviously meaningless at this point.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4213593

The plan of last year collapsed. The dark brothers went amongst other things on a massive
murder binge which included in this country that mess in Arizona. Not allowed more detail on that
one. But it was not the only one, nor the only game played.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

This only makes sense to me if the Federal judge who was killed in Tucson was to be one of the
leaders of rebuilding society post-stasis. He did seem like a righteous guy.
theSearchingJones
Just like Jesus ~ anti-religious
User ID: 1100447
United States
12/24/2011 06:20 PM

...

the sign I require = Action, something I can see with my own eyes, not words(~). Up until now, all
it has been is talk, talk, talk > Now is the time to Walk the Talk(~)
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p.s. and by the end of this year (2011) ty
Quoting: theSearchingJones

The sign you SEEK can only come from WITHIN YOU. Once the stasis happens, it is done. There
will be NO "hints" of the process, but if you are driving on the road, and become very sleepy,
might be a good idea to get off it. There is exactly NO proof of it before it manifests. This entire
world and parts of it, have been in stasis for short durations many times now. I bet you cannot list
a single one. There was one of a week's duration in 1992, when earth entered the photon belt. If
you were alive then, I assume you have no memory of it.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

dear NiP,
I'm sorry, but I don't accept ^^^ what you're trying to say.
No, the sign I seek is an EXTERNAL one, one that would prove to me (and others) that there's a
"source" out there that can do the things you're claiming they can do.
Once again: What are "they" really waiting for???
I, for one, am finished waiting > Action or BS.
btw: I will continue MY quest, with or without "them".

Quoting: theSearchingJones
well stick to your own ignorance then, for to know you must seek within. There can be given no
advance notice of stasis, no way to be sure it is coming and considering that FACT, there is
nothing you can do about it anyway.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Wisdom is within...is that ignorance?
What you're telling me is BS and excuses > sorry(~)
I'm going to have to take you off my christmas card list(~)

Good Luck / Fare Well
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4596203
United States
12/24/2011 07:07 PM
...
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The sign you SEEK can only come from WITHIN YOU. Once the stasis happens, it is done. There
will be NO "hints" of the process, but if you are driving on the road, and become very sleepy,
might be a good idea to get off it. There is exactly NO proof of it before it manifests. This entire
world and parts of it, have been in stasis for short durations many times now. I bet you cannot list
a single one. There was one of a week's duration in 1992, when earth entered the photon belt. If
you were alive then, I assume you have no memory of it.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

dear NiP,
I'm sorry, but I don't accept ^^^ what you're trying to say.
No, the sign I seek is an EXTERNAL one, one that would prove to me (and others) that there's a
"source" out there that can do the things you're claiming they can do.
Once again: What are "they" really waiting for???
I, for one, am finished waiting > Action or BS.
btw: I will continue MY quest, with or without "them".

Quoting: theSearchingJones
well stick to your own ignorance then, for to know you must seek within. There can be given no
advance notice of stasis, no way to be sure it is coming and considering that FACT, there is
nothing you can do about it anyway.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Wisdom is within...is that ignorance?
What you're telling me is BS and excuses > sorry(~)
I'm going to have to take you off my christmas card list(~)

Good Luck / Fare Well
Quoting: theSearchingJones

She said (many times) that wisdom is indeed within. You were more credible to me before this
post.
I think she would agree that you should continue your quest now. What else is there to do
anyway, regardless of whether stasis is imminent? I am continuing mine. My comments are of the
nature that if I have any decision to make at this moment, I want to know about it and gather the
facts I need. I also like to vent my opinion in case anyone up there or down here is listening.
theSearchingJones
Just like Jesus ~ anti-religious
User ID: 1100447
United States
12/24/2011 07:22 PM
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...

dear NiP,
I'm sorry, but I don't accept ^^^ what you're trying to say.
No, the sign I seek is an EXTERNAL one, one that would prove to me (and others) that there's a
"source" out there that can do the things you're claiming they can do.
Once again: What are "they" really waiting for???
I, for one, am finished waiting > Action or BS.
btw: I will continue MY quest, with or without "them".

Quoting: theSearchingJones
well stick to your own ignorance then, for to know you must seek within. There can be given no
advance notice of stasis, no way to be sure it is coming and considering that FACT, there is
nothing you can do about it anyway.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Wisdom is within...is that ignorance?
What you're telling me is BS and excuses > sorry(~)
I'm going to have to take you off my christmas card list(~)

Good Luck / Fare Well
Quoting: theSearchingJones

She said (many times) that wisdom is indeed within. You were more credible to me before this
post.
I think she would agree that you should continue your quest now. What else is there to do
anyway, regardless of whether stasis is imminent? I am continuing mine. My comments are of the
nature that if I have any decision to make at this moment, I want to know about it and gather the
facts I need. I also like to vent my opinion in case anyone up there or down here is listening.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4596203

^^^ in BOLD ^^^ What changed my "credibility"?
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ty
they're always listening(~)<IMO>

btw: She has failed to answer my question. It's just talk, opinions and assumptions > from my
pov(~). and she's very good at observing ignorance...if it was worthwhile for us, why is she posting
on here???
Peace be with You ~ I leave you in Peace(~)
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1395875
United States
12/24/2011 08:43 PM
This is LITERALLY what you said at this time LAST year (2010):
Dec 9, 2010 - Christ Michael asks of the High Councils, When is Enough, Enough?
Kibo's memory of CM's speech sometime ago.
Candace: REPOSTED on front page today, as a reminder as to the PROMISE. It says, darkness
will be removed before the end of this calendar year. it does not say we will be in stasis then,
but that is the plan. I have no problem if announcements are going well, if it takes a couple days
longer, so that the full purpose of the announcement period is full filled.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4213593
As Shakespeare said...twice told tales.
"target dates" are obviously meaningless at this point.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4213593
Come on AC, don't drink the cool-aid just keep looking at it objectively.
the white rose
User ID: 108824
United States
12/24/2011 09:30 PM
IF YOU USE YOUR INNER EYE,YOUR EYE OF SPIRITUAL VISION AS WELL AS YOUR TWO
EYES OF THE FLESH OF THE DENSITY OF LIGHT MATTER YOU WILL SEE THAT IT IS ALL
UNFOLDING AS WE SPEAK. the white rose
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/28/2011 01:47 PM
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The joys and the sorrows of tomorrow- Uriel
The day of graduation is soon upon you of earth. The mother has notably succeeded and is ready
for her ascension. I am sent to herald the news of the coming event that you may ready your
hearts to receive your due. Priceless shall be this deliverance and tremors shall ensue to revoke
the outdated and corrupt. This event is due to coincide with a magnanimous burst of supreme
energy that shall catalyse a capitulation of the brotherhood of darkness to the forces of light. The
surge of divine authority shall cull resistance and render corpses of the dark; and the battlefield
shall be closed once and for all upon this plane. Spiritual dignity is to be returned to this planet.

The chill should be felt soon in anticipation of the impending scheme that shall collar the fringes of
time and bring this cycle to a close. There is great joy to result from this in the earth’s favour as
she will finally take the podium of freedom. She will be renewed and polished off in preparation for
the home coming of those to return. She will bear the eternal torch once again and create a
wholesome field for growth. To those of you who have heard the inner call and answered and
have focused your life in service; and to those who have awakened to their divinity and shown
readiness to ascend in frequency, you shall reap of the blooming fruit assuring freedom and
higher growth. They will be the ones to be rewarded with a return to earth. For she shall be as you
never knew her, pristine and re created. What rampant joy is to soon fill the hearts of the faithful
for indeed the cries of many have been heard and the Creator has answered. Know ye ones that
the time upon thee is now and the earth’s travail is to come to a quick yet subtle end.

The sadness that shall follow will be for those who could not comprehend their finer frequency or
find themselves in the jungle of earthly living. The chances given have elapsed for you ones not
prepared to take on a lighter form. Elsewhere you shall find your homes to continue your lessons.
Many of you will be left without the familiar and will be required to accustom yourselves to new
temperatures. Your lives will not be easier as you must earn your graduation; but many of you
shall come to know and accept truth. For those who bear the insignia of the anti Christ, you will
find yourselves pleading for your lives before councils too high for your understanding and many
shall be relegated to an indefinite period of retreat.

I have before this time cautioned you but you heeded not in your arrogance. Now you shall
experience the effects for Michael has spoken. HE who is the very Christ – the unlimited ONE.
Remember these words for you are now limited through your earnings. The limited can never
survive within the unlimited; but so you have chosen and thus so shall you receive. Rest assured
that the honour of the earth shall be restored as she is purged of you. Compassion has no way
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forward when it is spent through the continuum of facile rejection. So you have chosen and so you
shall receive.

Say your goodbyes little leaders for grandeur has no place in your coming places of existence.
We your higher brethren did not want it this way for it is not God’s way to punish but to forgive
those who seek it. You have punished yourselves through your rejection; so allow clarity now to
flow you victims of dark consciousness. You should know our dears that the realm of Angels stand
in Oneness and solidarity with the Creator Son and you who distinctly disobeyed through your
tantrums against HIS Sovereignty have not prevailed; for OUR strength outweighs yours. You rely
on diminutive power bearing no capacity to effect hindrance against the forces of God. The power
you wield can only affect the earth and humanity. Fear is not the way of the Creator for fear has
no light and God is all light. So know without doubt that these words are not to create fear but
simply told in the light of truth of your impending retreat. WE of the host shall bear you to your new
place with gladness; that the earth shall find her release from the stringent hold of evil. You shall
account for your transgressions. You are to be pilfered from the earth by the host who will come
as thieves in the night and once you are eradicated the light will once again dawn on this brilliant
creation of Michael.

Lucifer your very comrade and leader who contaminated that which was created in purity is NO
MORE. Do you hear? He cannot help you now. He has returned to places unknown for he chose
the penalty of un creation. Think about that. Will you follow him into non existence?

Prepare for we are poised and ready to stop the clocks.
Uriel

Hazel
www.pathtofreedomistruth.com
[link to abundanthope.net]
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/28/2011 03:21 PM
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Given Christmas Day, 2011
The Present- Mother nebadonia Thru Hazel
I am Mother Nebadonia, the Mother Spirit or Universal Mother in union with Michael of Nebadon. I
come at this most promising time to bestow a divine gift to you; an offering. It is an unlikely gift and
one that you will never expect or perhaps willingly ask for. So that there be no doubt, this offering
is for those who live behind the curtain of untruth and dismal reality. It is time however to render
again that which has been offered many times before. I am uncertain as to the numbers who will
accept it for want of belief BUT I offer it anyway. It is of no material substance and cannot be
bargained for or exchanged. Once you receive it you will assume responsibility for it. There is no
return element; but I assure you that once you accept it willingly you will never part from it
because you will become one with it.

Have I piqued your mortal interest? What indeed can the Mother offer you at this momentous time
in your earth’s evolutionary cycle? Ponder upon the ailing world you live in where the fabric of all
that is elementary is in upheaval. The hope that you ones hold in your hearts for change in the
physical world that you created remains very dim as your confidence in the powers to be have
been severely eroded.
However, there are ones who in their eternal optimism cannot face truth of the revolting
destruction that is a certainty should current dynamics be allowed to continue.

So what is this gift that I offer you? It is the timeless gift -FREEDOM. This gift is offered to those
who remain in bondage; who have been blinded by the clever ones without heart. MY children;
yes you are also MY children. WE your celestial custodians do weep for you as WE see you
chained and burdened by the lies of the deceivers.

This which I offer, you all crave but cannot yet comprehend. For you, freedom means freedom
from worries in the physical world. What WE offer is Freedom of your soul for it is only then that
the worries that assail you in your dimension can be mitigated. WE are not bargaining with you
beloveds. You have all but sold your souls to the dark forces who prey upon you. WE ask for
nothing in return; for when you are free in truth, you will in any event find your truth and return to
your light.
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You dwell under heavy darkness now. It may appear that you have no control over this BUT you
do. You may not individually change the dynamics of what is materialising before and around you
but you could assume responsibility for your own freedom by resolving to be free and acting on
that consensus.

What is this freedom you may ask? It is the liberation of your mind from the control of the master
manipulators. If you don’t feel free in your mind it is because you are being controlled or
influenced by forces against you. You see dear ones the dark ones know who you truly are but
most of you don’t know who you are. They know that you bear the fragment of the divine and
should the divine in you be free to work, there will only be heaven on earth.
So what they have done is to assert power over your senses that you have come to depend on,
and sway you into things and thoughts to make you forget your true selves. Your earth is in
bondage because you are in bondage. Do not delude yourselves into believing that you are
making the decisions. Many of the decisions being made are foisted upon you and your
programming has allowed a willing acceptance. Even those who are seeing truth feel powerless
and those who have the courage to act are cut down before their voices can be truly heard. There
is no denying however that a fraction of the world’s population have seen behind the curtain of lies
and are motivated to act. They are to be honoured for their attempts but will be unable to effect
any material change for they will not be allowed to.

So you might ask what is the benefit of this gift? Ah, if only the majority will understand the nature
of the times they will rise up to accept it. The gift of Freedom if accepted determines your next
placement. As free will is your god given choice you are free to say no to this gift. However, I
would think carefully about refusing it. Now this is not a gift you can accept for curiosity sake. It is
a gift of vast proportion as it impacts upon your soul. Even if you decide to accept it for the sake of
it, it will bear no fruit for you. Ponder about this in light of your times and be truthful with
yourselves. The fragrance of time is now sorely dimmed. Can you feel the stench of the old
leaving?

You who desire to be free will experience this feeling at the heart level and this must be actively
followed by a decision at the mind level. When this alignment occurs you will willingly accept this
gift and your guides will sweep down and open that cage and thus begins a union of divine
proportions which will guide you to a level beyond your current manifestation.

I now come as a dutiful Mother. I come now, for your earth place is to be imminently transformed
and those ready for transformation will benefit. A mother never leaves her children unguided but
will never resort to force. I will weep for those who reject this offering but will triumph with those
who accept it.

You cannot forever live in the realm of the physical; that which you need to be free of is mind
control so that your own divine mind can function as it was meant to. Only then will you be free of
what you perceive as physical limitations and issues that appear insurmountable.

I offer you this present boldly and bid you with love to accept it. The circle of the cycle bonds now
and the linear facility of time is being caged to allow for graduation. Where will you be?
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Mother Nebadonia
*********************
Candace: I did not read this until today. But last evening I posted something in my GLP post that
relates to it. What other people think of ME is None of MY Business. What is MY business, is what
I think of MYSELF. It is about standing in sovereignty. For until you DO that, you remain enslaved
to the mind control of the dark. You remain in the control of the manipulation of others.
Check [link to abundanthope.net]
Hazel
www.pathtofreedomistruth.com
[link to abundanthope.net]
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
(:-DeeZe
User ID: 7050204
United States
12/28/2011 03:52 PM
What can we do while we wait?

" Take life as a task; each step of it to be practiced until it can be done perfectly, that is,
with patience, with soul harmony, and rest."
Remember the "Christ-ness" of the humble ways is with you. His "Well done, good and faithful
servant," is spoken, not to the GREAT of the Earth but to the humble bearer of whatever might
flow, be it pain, annoyance, joy, irritation, to the patient worker in life's ways of service. So even on
the quietest day, and in the lowliest way, mighty opportunities are given you of serving the King of
Kings, Spirit of Spirits and Creator of Creation. See, beloved Friends, that you welcome and do
not resent these opportunities. And, always pray for another--that the reflection of the goodness
can overflow yourself."
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/28/2011 09:42 PM
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Forthcoming End
By CM/Aton thru Rubens
Dec 28, 2011 - 3:59:10 PM
This is your beloved Aton, Sovereign Creator of Nebadon
I have come to you to let you know that the bell rang and the well-anticipated push of the button is
upon you, meaning that I am to push it shortly, yes the famous shortly in your time frame means
exactly that, shortly.
It is with pleasure that I am announcing the close of the first major period of my correcting time
and as you have heard from Uriel the time is upon you. I am most pleased with those who stood
steadfastly in the face of enormous challenges and never gave up. Your just reward awaits you
and you so deserve it. To those who have not paid attention to the innumerable attempts made to
steer them in the right direction, time is up and you too shall reap your just reward , except that it
is of a nature different from what you have expected. I am pleased that we have no regret as to
what was accomplished and all has been utterly done and nothing else remains.
I will be waiting with open arms for many of you who are true valiant and worthy warriors. A
celebration awaits you and you will be pleasantly surprised.
This is the moment that you have waited for and nothing shall change that from this day forth. I
am going to bid farewell to many of you for that is what shall be staring you in the face for where
you are going will not be anything that you have ever imagined yourselves to be faced with for you
are so inebriated with your malice, stubbornness and a truly false sense of importance that is the
least that you deserve.
Many times, have I come to you in earnest to see if your heart would mend and see that you
change your ways in service to your brethren but, you never saw it differently and you adamantly
refused to bend to my will which should also be yours. The sense of power has driven you mad
beyond belief that you thought that you could actually govern this world as you see it fit. Poor
delusional ones ; with lightning speed will come your just reward and judgement. Enough with you
malevolent ones.

My brethren and children, come home so we can celebrate this long journey and then rest before
you re-enter in service.
Many thanks and see you soon
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Your Sovereign Creator Son, Aton.

Rubens
[link to abundanthope.net]
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
KissingerCare
User ID: 7932940
China
12/29/2011 08:39 PM
It is mind-blowing that you have put so much time, thought and research into spiritual matters, and
these are the conclusions you have come to.
I'd love to believe you, but the complete lack of evidence or basis for your outlandish claims has
really stunted my interest.
Via what method did you so convince yourself that any of what you believe is likely to transpire?
My only other question at this point is, do you believe that mosquitoes, dust-mites and cattle will
also be affected by this "statis"?
Open Your Eyes
Alex Christopher Bickle
User ID: 1088763
United States
12/29/2011 10:18 PM

It is mind-blowing that you have put so much time, thought and research into spiritual matters, and
these are the conclusions you have come to.
I'd love to believe you, but the complete lack of evidence or basis for your outlandish claims has
really stunted my interest.
Via what method did you so convince yourself that any of what you believe is likely to transpire?
My only other question at this point is, do you believe that mosquitoes, dust-mites and cattle will
also be affected by this "statis"?
Quoting: KissingerCare
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Who are you?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/29/2011 10:32 PM

It is mind-blowing that you have put so much time, thought and research into spiritual matters, and
these are the conclusions you have come to.
I'd love to believe you, but the complete lack of evidence or basis for your outlandish claims has
really stunted my interest.
Via what method did you so convince yourself that any of what you believe is likely to transpire?
My only other question at this point is, do you believe that mosquitoes, dust-mites and cattle will
also be affected by this "statis"?
Quoting: KissingerCare

the exact same way you convince your self of your life, by being fully invested in mine. I do go to
craft and partake in the meetings, I have personally met the ones I work with, (you can't "prove
your friends to me, can you?), and others on my team have the same experiences with those
above. I live fully in reality. Search for the evidence of them, because it is there to see. the night
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sky is full of craft. Here's one.
although there is an exposure issue with the camera on glp's 20 inch scope, this is Star Ship
Sirius, its a plasma light ship, it is not a sun, it's much closer to earth than all the light years away
that science says it is, and thus the difficulty in photographing it.
All LIFE will be put into STASIS, (not statis), because during the coming earth changes, NONE of
it would survive otherwise. The volcanism will affect even the plants, the fish and the dust mites. I
have no problem convincing my self, I am an old soul and this happens often in the ends of ages
when planets are going thru ascension and worlds have overpopulated themselves. I have a LOT
of past experiences.
KissingerCare
User ID: 7932940
China
12/29/2011 11:02 PM
It is mind-blowing that you have put so much time, thought and research into spiritual matters, and
these are the conclusions you have come to.
I'd love to believe you, but the complete lack of evidence or basis for your outlandish claims has
really stunted my interest.
Via what method did you so convince yourself that any of what you believe is likely to transpire?
My only other question at this point is, do you believe that mosquitoes, dust-mites and cattle will
also be affected by this "statis"?
Quoting: KissingerCare
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Who are you?
Quoting: Open Your Eyes

It doesnt make any difference who I am. Just to stifle your likely response to that though, my name
is Nathan Wood.
Does that clear up any issues you had with what i wrote?
I am a believer in the logical progression of thought and ideas. I am also someone that does not
accept every word of well-written BS on this site, for the obvious reason that 95% (being very
generous) of it is about as factual as the lyrics from a 50 Cent song.
That is a lot more explanation than you deserve as to who I am. Now who are you? An insular,
opinionated, new-ager, who has perhaps spent a little too much time browsing (and believing) the
topics posted here is my guess...
GLP is a rutting-ground for people that despise their beliefs being questioned, and as the OP so
proudly presents himself as a "cage-rattler", I thought it may be fitting to return the favour...
Open Your Eyes
Alex Christopher Bickle
User ID: 1088763
United States
12/29/2011 11:03 PM

It is mind-blowing that you have put so much time, thought and research into spiritual matters, and
these are the conclusions you have come to.
I'd love to believe you, but the complete lack of evidence or basis for your outlandish claims has
really stunted my interest.
Via what method did you so convince yourself that any of what you believe is likely to transpire?
My only other question at this point is, do you believe that mosquitoes, dust-mites and cattle will
also be affected by this "statis"?
Quoting: KissingerCare

Who are you?
Quoting: Open Your Eyes

It doesnt make any difference who I am. Just to stifle your likely response to that though, my name
is Nathan Wood.
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Does that clear up any issues you had with what i wrote?
I am a believer in the logical progression of thought and ideas. I am also someone that does not
accept every word of well-written BS on this site, for the obvious reason that 95% (being very
generous) of it is about as factual as the lyrics from a 50 Cent song.
That is a lot more explanation than you deserve as to who I am. Now who are you? An insular,
opinionated, new-ager, who has perhaps spent a little too much time browsing (and believing) the
topics posted here is my guess...
GLP is a rutting-ground for people that despise their beliefs being questioned, and as the OP so
proudly presents himself as a "cage-rattler", I thought it may be fitting to return the favour...
Quoting: KissingerCare

What makes you so confident that you know best?
Open Your Eyes
Alex Christopher Bickle
User ID: 1088763
United States
12/29/2011 11:09 PM

That is a lot more explanation than you deserve as to who I am. Now who are you? An insular,
opinionated, new-ager, who has perhaps spent a little too much time browsing (and believing) the
topics posted here is my guess...
Quoting: KissingerCare

What's with your attitude, Chief?
You never know who you are going to meet on this site.
Best not lose an opportunity by being overly cocky, don't you think?
You should understand that, as you seem like a well read individual.
Be Open.
Last Edited by Open Your Eyes on 12/29/2011 11:11 PM
KissingerCare
User ID: 7932940
China
12/30/2011 01:01 AM
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That is a lot more explanation than you deserve as to who I am. Now who are you? An insular,
opinionated, new-ager, who has perhaps spent a little too much time browsing (and believing) the
topics posted here is my guess...
Quoting: KissingerCare

What's with your attitude, Chief?
You never know who you are going to meet on this site.
Best not lose an opportunity by being overly cocky, don't you think?
You should understand that, as you seem like a well read individual.
Be Open.
Quoting: Open Your Eyes

My attitude is the only thing that is going to transform this thread from the rantings of a quasireligious, spiritual guru, into an actual conversation, complete with (dare I say it here) differing
points of view. This site is not here for us to blindly congratulate the OP of each thread, it is here
to encourage questioning and discussion of various topics.
There is a massive difference between being open-minded (amiable to new ideas) and being so
ignorant of proven facts that anyone who constructs an actual sentence becomes an instant
purveyor of truth, regardless of how non-sensical their teachings are.
We are all entitled to our beliefs, yet as you instantly questioned my right to express my opinion
on the topic ("who are you?"), I find it difficult now to believe that you are someone whose advice
is worth much to me at all.
If I want to meet close-minded faith-pushers, all I need to do is attend a church on any given
Sunday. However, as I am here in an attempt to ascertain FACTS (the type which may not be
disseminated through the MSM or scientific journals) I do not take kindly to ideologies portrayed
as actualities.
There must remain a difference between what we know, and what we believe. That difference, is
known as "evidence".
Perhaps you and I are not here for the same reasons, but I think that lies are lies, no matter how
positive the message is that they are being used to support.
Open Your Eyes
Alex Christopher Bickle
User ID: 1088763
United States
12/30/2011 01:03 AM
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I find it difficult now to believe that you are someone whose advice is worth much to me at all.
Quoting: KissingerCare

That is your loss, Nathan
Open Your Eyes
Alex Christopher Bickle
User ID: 1088763
United States
12/30/2011 01:05 AM

My attitude is the only thing that is going to transform this thread from the rantings of a quasireligious, spiritual guru, into an actual conversation, complete with (dare I say it here) differing
points of view. This site is not here for us to blindly congratulate the OP of each thread, it is here
to encourage questioning and discussion of various topics.
There is a massive difference between being open-minded (amiable to new ideas) and being so
ignorant of proven facts that anyone who constructs an actual sentence becomes an instant
purveyor of truth, regardless of how non-sensical their teachings are.
We are all entitled to our beliefs, yet as you instantly questioned my right to express my opinion
on the topic ("who are you?"), I find it difficult now to believe that you are someone whose advice
is worth much to me at all.
If I want to meet close-minded faith-pushers, all I need to do is attend a church on any given
Sunday. However, as I am here in an attempt to ascertain FACTS (the type which may not be
disseminated through the MSM or scientific journals) I do not take kindly to ideologies portrayed
as actualities.
There must remain a difference between what we know, and what we believe. That difference, is
known as "evidence".
Perhaps you and I are not here for the same reasons, but I think that lies are lies, no matter how
positive the message is that they are being used to support.
Quoting: KissingerCare

Simply your thoughts, Nathan.
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You say a lot of words with no feeling.
Better to say less and mean more.
So how do you really FEEL?
Last Edited by Open Your Eyes on 12/30/2011 01:05 AM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4596203
United States
12/30/2011 01:43 AM
...
There is a massive difference between being open-minded (amiable to new ideas) and being so
ignorant of proven facts
...
Quoting: KissingerCare

Which proven facts do you find NIP is ignoring or contradicting?
KissingerCare
User ID: 7932940
China
12/30/2011 02:05 AM
My attitude is the only thing that is going to transform this thread from the rantings of a quasireligious, spiritual guru, into an actual conversation, complete with (dare I say it here) differing
points of view. This site is not here for us to blindly congratulate the OP of each thread, it is here
to encourage questioning and discussion of various topics.
There is a massive difference between being open-minded (amiable to new ideas) and being so
ignorant of proven facts that anyone who constructs an actual sentence becomes an instant
purveyor of truth, regardless of how non-sensical their teachings are.
We are all entitled to our beliefs, yet as you instantly questioned my right to express my opinion
on the topic ("who are you?"), I find it difficult now to believe that you are someone whose advice
is worth much to me at all.
If I want to meet close-minded faith-pushers, all I need to do is attend a church on any given
Sunday. However, as I am here in an attempt to ascertain FACTS (the type which may not be
disseminated through the MSM or scientific journals) I do not take kindly to ideologies portrayed
as actualities.
There must remain a difference between what we know, and what we believe. That difference, is
known as "evidence".
Perhaps you and I are not here for the same reasons, but I think that lies are lies, no matter how
positive the message is that they are being used to support.
Quoting: KissingerCare
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Simply your thoughts, Nathan.
You say a lot of words with no feeling.
Better to say less and mean more.
So how do you really FEEL?
Quoting: Open Your Eyes

I fail to see what else I would be writing, if not my own thoughts. Of course they are my thoughts,
why did you feel the need to clarify that for me? I suppose though, that if i started writing your
thoughts, we could all just agree and move on to wondering why it is that we are so much smarter
than everyone else.
Thatd be fun, yeah?
Soul Wave
User ID: 7987207
United Kingdom
12/30/2011 09:22 PM
It is mind-blowing that you have put so much time, thought and research into spiritual matters, and
these are the conclusions you have come to.
I'd love to believe you, but the complete lack of evidence or basis for your outlandish claims has
really stunted my interest.
Via what method did you so convince yourself that any of what you believe is likely to transpire?
My only other question at this point is, do you believe that mosquitoes, dust-mites and cattle will
also be affected by this "statis"?
Quoting: KissingerCare

Who are you?
Quoting: Open Your Eyes

It doesnt make any difference who I am. Just to stifle your likely response to that though, my name
is Nathan Wood.
Does that clear up any issues you had with what i wrote?
I am a believer in the logical progression of thought and ideas. I am also someone that does not
accept every word of well-written BS on this site, for the obvious reason that 95% (being very
generous) of it is about as factual as the lyrics from a 50 Cent song.
That is a lot more explanation than you deserve as to who I am. Now who are you? An insular,
opinionated, new-ager, who has perhaps spent a little too much time browsing (and believing) the
topics posted here is my guess...
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GLP is a rutting-ground for people that despise their beliefs being questioned, and as the OP so
proudly presents himself as a "cage-rattler", I thought it may be fitting to return the favour...
Quoting: KissingerCare

For someone who is certain of his own assumptions in his own bigoted judgements is also very
inept at offering a positive point of view from an obviously uninformed mind. All you bring here is
derision off the back of your own beliefs and slap them at people with more pomposity than a
stagnant old boys club member!!
What do you have to bring to the table of knowledge, what do you have that is capable of lifting
the spirits of the lost?
Before you blight the good in service, bring some fruits to the table less they be of an old stagnant
order!
Tiago63
User ID: 8009951
Brazil
12/31/2011 08:53 AM

Let our Inner Father guide us through this process.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/31/2011 01:56 PM

This is the real me, CM said since we are near the end I can post the real image. I tried to upload
it as my avatar, and its too large, yet it fits fine as avatar on my forum, and I don't know how to
make it smaller for here. My hair is actually white on top and dishwater blond elsewhere.
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The most important teaching of Jesus left out of your bible:
His Father is also YOUR Father, thus you are a Son of God. Your Father is WITHIN YOU.
The most destructive teachings added to the Bible:
Hell: It does NOT exist. However, prison worlds DO. This is one for those who choose not to live
within the Laws of God and the Cosmos.
You must "believe" on Jesus and accept him as your savior for Salvation. WRONG. YOU ARE
YOUR SALVATION. You alone LIVE your LIFE ETERNAL. Nobody can do that for you.
"Heaven" Its not a place to play with Jesus for eternity. All beings, Angel and Man, live on
WORLDS. Heaven is any world significantly better than earth. This earth is going to become a
member world of "heaven."
[link to www.abundanthope.net] AH IS a GLOBAL organization.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/31/2011 05:51 PM

now here's some more celestial truth. Thread: Come see live video of Venus in broad daylight!
12/31/11 live video taken by Astromut, showing STARSHIP VENUS BEAUTIFULLY. I have posted
a bunch here that the real VENUS is in earths orbit, has been terraformed so man can move
there, and is thus always on the other side of the sun from us, and what we see as "venus" is a
LARGE craft showing a hologram. In this imaging by astromut you see the pretty LIGHTS of the
craft that so many others have also imaged.
Tiago63
User ID: 8025096
Brazil
12/31/2011 06:02 PM
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This is the real me, CM said since we are near the end I can post the real image. I tried to upload
it as my avatar, and its too large, yet it fits fine as avatar on my forum, and I don't know how to
make it smaller for here. My hair is actually white on top and dishwater blond elsewhere.

Quoting: Nobody in Particular
Candace,
Surprisingly, you look more or less like I have imagined.
It's a great thing for us to see your image.
I'm a true believer in everything regarding cosmology and I believe in stasis and everything that
will come after it.
I don't know where I am to be directed, but I have total confidence in God's plan. There's a plan
for each one of us and you know that better than me.
Thanks for your lessons.
See you in another context!
Let the Divine Light show us the way!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1509363
Australia
12/31/2011 06:03 PM
There is only the Begining..and The Ending..
For all things must begin, and so must they end for yet more to begin.
There can be no good and evil. For without Good, we would not know Evil, nor could we even
understand.
God is not "within", nor "without". We are God, experiencing begining the only way
possible...through an ending.
Time is merely the way we mark our journey from start to finish, and has no constraints beyond
what we have placed upon it.
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To speak as if those that do not accept "YOUR" way are condemed reeks of every other misbegoten religion that has ever walked this planet. And it sickens me.
Those who can not heed your words due to being raised without the luxury of the net (let alone a
computer) can not accept this, for how can they know of it?
Those who believe with complete faith in any religion, yet live their lives as good and just people
(in anyones eyes) are doomed because they can not believe in the power of self?
Time is "running" out?!
Bah, smacks of self-rightous egotistical BS.
No "being" who has ever experienced the Duality of "Life" would forsake those who can not
detach, not for themselves, but for those they care about. For if Love is the power that moves the
universe, to forsake and abandon those both close to your heart and who you have never met
(your fellow brothers and sisters...yourself) reeks of that which wants power over you.
We (I) You will be leaving this planet together. Or not at all...for it's all the same thing once the
ages have spun and re-begun, and we roll around again and play our roles once more.
Your already doing exactly what you are meant to be doing.
For there is no wrong and right, no time, no place...just energy experiencing energy to infinity...
I (you) we will be seeing you soon
BCaudill77
User ID: 1543795
United States
12/31/2011 07:12 PM

Nobody, "HI Everyone, the days draw short before the doors of this age are closed. I am first
posting the two newest pieces thru Hazel to start this thread. In these final days it is important for
each to look at self and begin to define Self as a SON/DAUGHTER of the Father. For HE is
WITHIN YOUR SOUL/MIND. Religion has taught you wrongly, both thru your manipulated holy
books,your religious organizations, and your cultural stories"

I agree that they taught us wrongly butif people would learn to read its write there in their face. Its
is through false doctrines and evil men, that people look to, that keep people from the truth. They
need to look inside just as you say because Christ said " The Kingdom of G-d is withen you!"
Apathy builds walls that are only brought down by pain and suffering
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/31/2011 07:16 PM
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Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my website are
approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste the mods time by
making copyright infringement reports on them. See the end of the post for link and details.
Thankyou. NIP/Candace

Custodians of MY Light.
The Source. thru Hazel
I AM and therefore you are. You cannot be without ME. You are not without ME or apart from ME
save in your perception. I AM not the hidden part of you. I AM simply the invisible part, that which
holds the seed of your power. I AM that which gives you Light and creates light through you. You
are therefore all light. The light which I speak of bears no resemblance to the light created in your
outer world through mechanics. I cannot be switched on or off. I AM forever Light. I do not
malfunction or become defective. MY radiance is everlasting. There is nothing that can dim ME. I
resonate at the highest frequency.

I bestowed MYSELF to you through your creation. I AM within you. The light of life is within you;
not mortal life, for that is all transient in effect. I speak of the light of the soul; that which you are;
which bears the emblem of your Creator. The Creator marks HIS creation just as you may mark
your possessions so that you may know what belongs to you. You belong to ME as I created you
and therefore you bear MY signature, being the Light of Creation. I know you by your light, which
is MY own.

Light is the Life of your immortal soul. You are not disconnected from your soul. You are the soul.
The body is simply a mass of energy used by the soul to chart experiences so that it can assert its
mastery and innate power through the human form as it remembers who it is through a mortal
experience. Yet the soul power is not dominant unless the human trajectory allows for and
accommodates that higher association. You need only experience an offering of the soul to make
your decision.
Many who wholeheartedly embrace the offerings of the soul as an instinctive knowing are drawn
to the higher rays; yet there are many who cannot comprehend that which is not visual and
therefore rejects its existence and presence. There are those who become afraid of their own soul
power as it would redefine their thinking and demand changes to their comportment. This inherent
fear has become a widespread malady.

You see dear ones, what you need to understand is that you who do not know your soul are
motored by the lower mind which we shall call the ego mind. This is the distinct portion of you
responsible for your thoughts, reactions and creations. Once you are in the harness of this mind
this becomes your realm of comfort, and at all cost the ego will seek to protect itself. It is for you
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not your ego to make the decision and come into higher understanding of who you are. You are
not your ego. Its life is short lived as is your mortal life. If you allow it to make your decisions, it will
serve only your physical dynamic in your physical world. If you can but for a moment set aside the
ego you may benefit from the revelations of your soul. Comfort and reassurance will replace the
bridge between you and your soul, for these are the resulting effects of the soul’s interaction.

Fear does not exist in the soul, only light and love and higher knowledge. Should you allow the
soul entrance, you will quickly discern the difference between the soul mind and the ego mind.
Allowing your soul entrance allows MY light to work within you and through you. It will be a
gradual exercise in measure of your willingness to transform yourself through remembrance; that
your mortal life may reflect only that which you truly are and render a life that is fulfilling in every
way. Light transmutes and transforms all that is dark if only it is allowed entrance. You will come to
know the power of your light when you acknowledge it within yourself and allow its expression
through you. It is then that you will assume control of and over you life.

When you come into your light you have in fact come into MY light and with effort and time
investment you will begin to know ME as yourself. Illumination is a gradual process; so until you
can think, know, feel and behave in ONENESS, we will work in partnership so that MY light within
you is allowed more and more expression as you graduate in frequency. As your light quotient
increases, there will in time be no need for the vehicle of the physical body for you to continue
your journey.

You are custodians of MY light. How you treat that light is really your choice. Some ignore it
totally; others pay it short shrift, whilst few fully embrace it and work in harmony with it for their
highest good. These are the ones who use MY light in service to others. They know that light is
never to be hidden but to be shared. They recognise the Oneness in all things and seek to help
others find their inner light and shine it forth in the world. Dear ones you must comprehend that
your outer world is a reflection of your inner world. If your inner world is dark then your outer world
shall also be dark.

Seek always to keep your inner world in light which spells harmony, and your outer world will be
so mirrored. Your light is the precious jewel gifted to you upon your birth. You were meant to keep
that jewel shining in its original incandescence and wear it as a powerful garment. It was never
meant to be buried under worldly things and be forgotten. You children seek always grand jewels
to wear on your body and wealth that will provide extravagant living. You proudly display outer
remnants of wealth which shines without any significance or value. It is temporal and banal. It
cannot empower YOU, only your ego that simply cannot be satiated. These outer effects will earn
you no spiritual glory or everlasting joy. It retards your growth as you become more and more
consumed by your need for material effects. These things do not in truth exist. They are things
that will be cast aside when you leave this dimension of experience. I AM not saying that you
should not create abundance in your life but be weary that you know the difference between
abundance and avarice.

To those of you who have courageously chosen the light you must be steadily vigilant lest you
become distracted by the world around you and allow infiltration. As custodian of MY Light you
must make the decisions that are in the highest interest of that Light; for it is only then that MY
light can work for you. Should you lose your footing and fall apart then who is to tend to the light?
It is your divine responsibility to tend that light until you become one with that Light and know
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yourself only as LIGHT.
Beloveds, I know only too well how easy it is to fall prey to a diseased world where the malaise
spreads and creates a disconnect between you and that Light. It is for you see this and know it
and take every step possible to preserve the Light; for it is truly this Light that will become your
vehicle for escape from the outer world where unreality, suffering and grief abounds.

If you tend to this Light, this Light will tend to you. This Light will preserve your sanity and enable
you to transcend the lower vibrations as it powers you to higher understanding and frequency.
This Light will resurrect you time and time again if needs be. As you come to know this Light you
will know its transformative value and will learn to use it for your highest good. Every choice will
then be engendered by this Light. It does not mean that the world around you ceases to exist or
that the problems go away. It simply means that you are able to see it all through the magnifying
Light which shows truth and purpose in the experience.

I AM THE LIGHT WITHIN YOU AND I AM THE LIGHT IN YOUR WORLD. I ADMONISH THAT
THIS LIGHT IS TO BE REVERED THROUGH ACKNOWLEDGEMNT FOLLOWED BY WILLING
APPLICATION. HOW WILL YOU CARE FOR THIS LIGHT? THE EFFORT OF PRESERVING
AND PROTECTING THIS LIGHT CANNOT BE MEASURED. THE CHOICE YOY MAKE WILL
IMPACT THE WORLD YOU CREATE. WHAT IS YOUR VISION FOR YOUR WORLD?
Hazel
www.pathtofreedomistruth.com
[link to abundanthope.net]
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/31/2011 07:19 PM

Nobody, "HI Everyone, the days draw short before the doors of this age are closed. I am first
posting the two newest pieces thru Hazel to start this thread. In these final days it is important for
each to look at self and begin to define Self as a SON/DAUGHTER of the Father. For HE is
WITHIN YOUR SOUL/MIND. Religion has taught you wrongly, both thru your manipulated holy
books,your religious organizations, and your cultural stories"
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I agree that they taught us wrongly butif people would learn to read its write there in their face. Its
is through false doctrines and evil men, that people look to, that keep people from the truth. They
need to look inside just as you say because Christ said " The Kingdom of G-d is withen you!"
Quoting: BCaudill77

yep and see the new piece right above here from Source with Hazel. People need to look inside. If
they did, and IF they could contact the Spirit of Truth bestowed 2000 years ago, they would not
need all the books, including what my team does and this world would be very different. People
need to see that they ARE the FACE of the FATHER, that EACH is the WORD of the Father. WE
ARE THE WORD, NOT the "holy books."
BCaudill77
User ID: 1543795
United States
12/31/2011 08:05 PM

Nobody, Yes and our Hands are His Hands too!!! We are the Hands of our L-rd here and now!
What did he do with those hands, great Things! And even greater things we can and will do!
Scripture is important as a means to test. His Word is Eternal and lives inside of us, It was placed
there before time began in each of us! Before we had fallen, our L-rd knew! He had a plan all
along for us. How great is that? deut 30:14. You just have to read and pray and have common
sense about it! Going forward with no preconceptions or false doctrine of beliefs.
I.E. "There is a principle which is a bar against all information, which is proof against all arguments
and which cannot fail to keep a man in everlasting ignorance-That principle is contempt prior to
investigation!"
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
12/31/2011 10:17 PM

Was it 3 or 4 days that the solstis was off by.
Quoting: AWFUL

Not sure, the sun is moving north again now.
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4596203
United States
01/01/2012 02:13 AM
People need to see that they ARE the FACE of the FATHER, that EACH is the WORD of the
Father. WE ARE THE WORD, NOT the "holy books."
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Thank you, yes.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7730290
Norway
01/01/2012 04:58 AM
Since you KNOW of the SECOND COMING who and where
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 3088300

It is we who went astray, not mr. "second coming".
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
01/03/2012 10:05 PM

I was considering starting a new thread with this, but decided not, because my purpose would
have fallen on deaf ears of my intended audience. So it is here. I have been very busy with stuff I
may or may not bitch about in the money thread. I am finished with all of that now. Please let ME
post it around here, as it didn't copy well into this and I had redo the bolding and my comments in
italic.

Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my website are
approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste the mods time by
making copyright infringement reports on them. See the end of the post for link and details.
Thankyou. NIP/Candace
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CM and Kibo, Jan. 1
By CM thru Kibo
Jan 4, 2012 - 8:21:07 PM

WEll, Kibo's usual INTENSE discussion during tough times wiith CM. Lots of teaching and things
to ponder. NOW BELOVEDS, PLEASE UNDERSTAND ONCE AGAIN, THAT some of the
"YOU's" in several places in the piece, REFERS TO THE PLANETARY CIVIIZATION in general,
Some took it apparently a little to personally. But some of the "yous" also refer to those who have
followed this work, please DISCERN as to what applies TO YOU. I bolded some remarks and
added some bits of commentary para's and italics. It is time to continue to ask what you can do for
God, not what God can do for you. There are many folks of our very readers who are just wanting
off this world, its a fun and easy way. Only you know which ones you are. -CANDACE
K: Methinks there is a.........situation. Undeniably, things have not gone as we were told or hoped
for. Boss, I get everything that you’ve given me for the past few days...but...really...this is a time of
ultimate decision. I don’t mind being painted into a corner so much as not knowing how long the
paint will take to dry so that we can finally finish the job and walk out of here into the next
room...so to speak.
The question comes down to whether or not these messages are accurate. We’ve taken blows
before, but this is it in more ways than one. It makes no sense to keep doing this on this level if it
all is just going to continue until whenever irregardless of the messages that are given. I find that I
have to concentrate on other things that are pressing to the point of oppression. I AM willing to
take my place and grow into it, if You will only show me where it is and what to do.
CM: You fully understand what has been given to you and yet, feel a need to clarify for the sake of
others the reasons behind the apparent delays from Christmas up to this point. We have stated
that the operation is ongoing and still going on and there is no way to prove that until it happens.
The Earth Allies have made tremendous strides due to the pressure to get it done before We step
in to do it Ourselves.
These new developments have given us constant pause and the need to reassess matters on a
moment to moment basis. Arrests are being made daily and this is no mean feat. Some of these
people are very well protected by armed forces and they, as well as We, have been forced to find
measures that are effective without the loss of life, as far as possible. Where that has been
impossible, We have proven our willingness to engage in such actions and our superiority in sheer
numbers, weapons and tactics. This has given a few of the last cabal holdouts food for thought
and reasons to pause in their resistance to Divine Overcontrol. THIS THING IS GETTING DONE!
K: I’m with You. You know that. But.........well hey...screw the naysayers. I don’t see many options,
if any, to Your Plan, that will work. Still, You’ve left us little if anything to go on. I get it and all
but...is it that important that human paperwork be signed? Even if for cosmic purposes, it could all
be done in the interim. (Candace: to refresh memories, there are a targeted piece posted maybe a
couple weeks ago, on the signing of papers. It is under "announcements" because the telepath
was not given.)
CM: Things must be transparent on all levels if the whole and total truth is to be revealed. Some
of these papers are as signed confessions meant to make judgment on the guilty parties lighter
than the results that would’ve been had without them. Mercy must ever be extended, even unto
the worst.
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K: Don’t You think that they count on that? How much will it take until it is finally enough?
CM: It is already more than enough. This is why there is the last....court press. WE win. We’ve
won. Nothing changes that as a fact of life and being. Everything must be done to insure that
everything has been done. You people have been slow to respond to the facts of your reality. That
there are so many naysayers to what is provable in your oppression and slavery and the solutions
to it, is more than enough evidence to prove that, should We do less than what We are doing,
hardly any of you will fully understand the true measure of what has been done and what has
been given to you. Many of you feel that you do not need the help. Many of you don’t want it.
Many of you don’t believe that Our help is available or that We are Who and What We say We
are.
K: Can You blame them? God says a thing is and will be....and it never happens. The fragments
of thought (souls/people-C) are overwhelming...and vicious...always attacking, never coming up
with possible solutions of their own that might help in any way. People are what they are and do
what they do...I’m tired of delivering messages for events that never happen as stated. They don’t
care anymore. I don’t care anymore. Just show up, for PAPA’s sake, or Yours, or ours, or for all of
our sakes. Not that everyone will believe even then, but this is the only way to prove the objective
reality of Divinity at work in human lives on Urantia. It is not something that I am willing to
discount. But if there’s no chance of that happening then tell me now and help me find the truth of
the matter.
CM: The truth of the matter is that this is a multilevel event and all levels have to be finished,
accurate and correct. Consider that all involved are checking their work. There are specific ways
to arrive at the answer, which has been arrived at. Your system is being towed to its new spot. (we
have covered this before in the past which is one reason their as "placemat craft" where stars are
expected.-C) Actually, consider that it is being parked and put into place. That takes time. Also
consider that negative elements are not allowed to continue in this new place and they needs
must be removed. (kibo has a typo in this previous sentence. I forgot to ask on it, I can change it
when he gives me a correction-C) This has to be as much of an inside job as an outside one.
Consider that the inside, due to certain, manifest limitations in a material realm, will necessarily
and unnecessarily experience delays towards completion. That the remaining adversaries are
devious and far thinking, there is no doubt. Things must constantly be changed in order to reflect
upon actions that are taken and based upon actions that result in an ever tightening spiral of
almost forced ascendancy without being forced. We could swoop in and get the job done in an
instant, but what would that say about Us, or you, for that matter?
You people have yet to wake up, smell the coffee and see what’s happening, not to mention
actually doing something about it on your own. Very few of you presently have the wherewithal to
deal with the reality of your situation and you would surely fail in freeing yourselves if We left you
to your own devices. Surely you will oblige us in obliging you in doing as much as humanly
possible before We call it a day and do what is, for you, considered to be superhumanly possible?
(folks, a littel god helps those who help themselves is necessary and it seems religion has placed
it all on "god."-C)
K: I AM with You. You know that and what You showed me earlier seems to make it even more
imperative. But am I right in reckoning that the point of resolution comes with or without either
Your efforts or ours. Call it the Wave or whatever, but when it hits, all bets are off and the whole
production gets shut down anyway?
CM: That would be the best way to put it for the sake of demonstration and example. I don’t want
to place undue pressure on the situation or people involved in exacting the fullest measure of
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freedom that is due you through your own efforts. We are here to make sure that it gets done no
matter what. That there have been delays is a problem only in that We have taken it upon
Ourselves to do our best to inform you of the situation on a moment to moment basis. As things
change, We tell you. That you are dissappointed to the point of exasperation and even anger, in
some cases, is understood and excusable. That the many naysayers that discount the Urantia
Book, the Phoenix Journals or this, My Second Coming Organization, have nothing better to throw
into the pot than their utter contempt for anything to do with Me, or for Candace and the
Abundanthope members, is expected.
I regret that you had to have the experience of constantly giving messages that, for you, haven’t
panned out the way that they were given to you, but We do have to plan for the possibilities that
such things may just come out as hoped for or expected. That We have been disappointed many
times in your inability to realize the truth of your reality and do something about it on a mass scale
has all but made you the laughingstock of the universe, MY UNIVERSE, speaks only to the love
and planning that has gone into this effort to restore, release and rehabilitate this planet and her
peoples.
Whatever they may think of you in the greater universe, they all agree that the horrendous and
oppressive conditions of your system of things requires that only the best and the brightest of the
universe be the ones to inhabit it and be tested by it. That so many have failed this testing speaks
to just how bad the conditions truly are. No where else in creation has there been a situation like
this. The final resolution of this situation and the resulting values will supply the whole of creation
with a model and examples of what and what not to do for the rest of infinity and eternity, time and
space.
I fully understand your feeling that you’ve been let down once too often and all I can tell
you is to suck it up and keep going. Learn, evolve, keep moving forward. This is an
endurance test, not a race. Those that are standing in their faith when the day finally comes, will
be rewarded for their works and their faith. That is the way of things. Everything, indeed, is its own
reward and that is just as true for the defiers as well as the naysayers. In the end, all will know the
truth of the matter and no room will have been left at all for doubt of words or actions.
Our Earth Allies have made fantastic headway and have gained ground at a quickening pace.
That this surge of success is last minute still speaks well to the strength of their resolve and the
lessening of the dark’s resolve to continue under such a relentless hammering from every, any
and all sides. THE WILL OF SOURCE IN THIS MATTER, WHICH IS ONE WITH MY WILL, IS
ABSOLUTE. YOU WILL BE FREE BY THE HELP OF YOUR OWN EFFORTS, ALLIED WITH
OUR OWN EFFORTS ON YOUR BEHALF AND FOR THE SAKE OF ALL INVOLVED IN THIS
UNIVERSE AND BEYOND.
You cannot even begin to comprehend the measure of this and I can only smile at those
that say that it will never happen and that I don’t exist and that I am not the God of the
universe of My creation and that those that have chosen Me in choosing them for their
parts in this, are deluded, crazy and should just shut up and go away. If We were to shut up
about the matter and had never spoken of it for lo, these many years, none of you would
even be [/b]here now. (boy do I get all of this on glp, and did, in a now deleted thread on New
Years Day, the "roasting" was intense, but I got loving support to. I did a lot of sucking up. -C)

This planet was given up on and slated for destruction by manmade and natural events.
Together, heaven and earth was moved to help you survive, to continue, to struggle and
fight for your freedom and salvation and only God can give salvation and it is only given to
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those who have earned it. So you are earning this and you should rejoice in that fact. Even
though the population of your planet is overwhelmingly ignorant and/or defiant of divine,
celestial, galactic, cosmic ways, there have evolved more than enough of you to justify this
new beginning. That in and of itself has been quite the battle and chore, but it is done and
We praise SOURCE for it.
So it is delayed, again...and what of it? Not any one of you has anything better to offer other than
a false NESARA to be handled, ultimately, by the Chinese and Asian factions of your ongoing
cabal inner struggle for total control. The elders of Asia will be seen again and the peoples will be
free, all of the peoples. There is no more room or place in the evolved human consciousness
for division and maneuvering for position in order to control the world. The peoples will
govern as one people to achieve the best possible outcome for the sake of all involved on
planetary and universal scales.

WE will advise and counsel but WE will not do it for you. WE will help, but you are entering
unfamiliar territory. You are slaves that suddenly find themselves free in a fair and just system of
absolute, divine rule. Make no mistake in the matter. GOD IS, ALWAYS HAS BEEN AND
ALWAYS WILL BE, IN CONTROL OF ALL AND EVERYTHING. (remember beloveds, of the GOD
WITHIN which you MUST MANIFEST for that is how God gets things done in these worlds, and its
not being manifested well on this planet, even star seeds buried within the mess have forgotten
that as well as those "fallen angels, doing their learning here, of WHY Lucifers ideas did NOT
work.-C)
How many prayers have you received on the website for the ascension of this world and its
peoples? How many have seen and agreed with the proclamation/petition? Do you think that
humanity is ready for this? This is it. Ready or not, here it comes and when it comes............all
naysayers and abusers will have no choice but to experience the reality of their situation
and do their best to suck it up. (Kibo put up a petition, and has a website for prayers, which we
have posted the links to.-C)
Until then...suck it up. Deal with it. It’s too close to come up with any more predictions and raising
of hopes. If your hopes are not raised by now, they never will be. If your hopes have been raised,
then decide if you will keep upholding them in good faith, or cast them aside in disgust. I will
understand either way. I AM WHAT I AM and it’s no problem for me one way or the other.
The problem, if there is one, will be yours and you’ll just have to deal with it. Everything is it’s own
reward and it’s up to each and everyone of you as individuals to decide what you will be rewarded
for. Just remember, you may not be so happy with your reward when you see what others are
getting and that will all be sorted out when the time comes, as it is surely coming and you have
done as you have done and others have done as they have done and, either way...you can say
that it’s a crapshoot if you like, all analogies are valid as a means of the finite striving to
understand the infinite...so roll.
Roll the dice of your faiths and beliefs and trusts and the actions thereof, for that is what your lives
are. You are all gambling that you are right and they are wrong. Everybody wants to be right and
God only knows for sure. So until God comes to set the record straight [wink and a nod] throw
yourselves down on the great table of life and see how you come up. Can you even see the dice?
These are not your dice. Your clouded and befuddled minds make them appear to be the dice that
you are used to.
But these are dice you know not and yet you throw them with impunity without even knowing how
to read them. You go by the rewards that you receive with each little roll and try to learn from that.
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But the bar is closed, the party is over and there is just this table left for the final roll and
everybody gets to throw out at once and the house will let you know what’s what and who won
what and how much. That’s how WE roll and very few of you know how to play the game. But you
will learn. There will be those who win or lose, by however much or little, and there are those that
will break even. There are those that will win big time and those that will find themselves
absolutely broke and owing on credit that they cannot pay. There are rewards for that, as well.
So do what you have to do to figure it out. Stand your ground wherever you are, on whatever
foundation you have made for yourself. By whatever style or flick of the wrist you use to throw
down, consider it done. All dice have been cast. When the last one hits the table and
settles......you’ll know.
Results will follow.
That is all.
I AM Christ Michael Aton of Nebadon in Orvonton and the moment comes when you will find out
exactly what that means.

[link to abundanthope.net]

This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Ozark
User ID: 1113004
United States
01/03/2012 11:18 PM

Wow....
Thanks for the update Nip.
Question; what is it we are supposed to do, to fight TPTB?
It was/is my understanding that we are each individually responsible for our own actions and own
growth or not.
By the way we live, treat the earth as caretakers to the best of our ability, individual conscious
choices that are made with reverence for the earth and all of God's Creations.
That to me, has been my goal. It has been attacked by all sorts of folks throughout my life, most of
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them claiming to be Christian, it is so sad. Ignorance and fear close so many doors to our freedom
and connections.
I can and do send loving energy, from God's Source, or at least what I feel is God's source. Loving
energy, without judgement, just love.
Don't get me wrong.... I am human and get pissed and hurt just like everyone. But as soon as I
can calm down and remember who I am, I turn on the flow of love within, the gifts we were all
given.

What else am I supposed to be doing?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
01/04/2012 12:06 AM

Wow....
Thanks for the update Nip.
Question; what is it we are supposed to do, to fight TPTB?
It was/is my understanding that we are each individually responsible for our own actions and own
growth or not.
By the way we live, treat the earth as caretakers to the best of our ability, individual conscious
choices that are made with reverence for the earth and all of God's Creations.
That to me, has been my goal. It has been attacked by all sorts of folks throughout my life, most of
them claiming to be Christian, it is so sad. Ignorance and fear close so many doors to our freedom
and connections.
I can and do send loving energy, from God's Source, or at least what I feel is God's source. Loving
energy, without judgement, just love.
Don't get me wrong.... I am human and get pissed and hurt just like everyone. But as soon as I
can calm down and remember who I am, I turn on the flow of love within, the gifts we were all
given.

What else am I supposed to be doing?
Quoting: Ozark
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I don't know, the piece is directed at everyone, but each should look and do their best. There are
not enough in god knowing we can for what its worth keep showing the way by living what we
know. I have the IOWA thing on right now, on CNN in the background. Perhaps you can point out
to those around you, that americans don't chose their president. Are you registered for a party?
Consider why if so and consider unregistering and explaining why. I do this every chance I can get
durng election season. I will not vote party and I tell people I am indepent. Registered yes, but
party no. They will ask what's wrong with parties, well the people have nothing to do with choosing
their candidates, the parties so it. I do not vote party, I will vote anyone on the ticket NOT listed as
a party, or write one in. Done that for a long time now.
I tell people WHY. Often they do not ask back, can't help that. But I say why. When I can get a
word in edgewise. I don't have solutions on this except live and demonstrate what you know. I
have always been the black sheep environmentalist in my family. I practice what I preach anyway.
I got involved with groups in denver years on ago on various topics. There is no strength in them,
they are popped up for a purpose and shrink back again.
I tried to get the various leaders together of several to discern what the most important topics to
consider and pull their followers in a mutual direction. They all knew me. i was around a lot. Not
one would go to lunch to talk. In fact I was extremely bashed which told me one of two things,
either they had ego issues or were hidden thugs. This division is the norm on worlds going under.
its sad. I don't know what to do myself. Except keep walking the truth around people.
I still yak 911 even when I can, folks have forgotten it.
We are going to continue to get the various cosmic energies. At some point, not considering
anything else of possibilities, people will get hit in the face, whether its disease, no food delivery,
bad water, radiation. sewage backup, old electrical stuff wearing out, dams bursting, not enough
oxygen to breathe. You know that is NOT Good for us with nervous system disorders, that is one
reason oxygen therapy helps MS folks. But its not lasting. Many of these disease besides being
caused thru vaccines are diseases of our environment, the radiation, the water, the air, the food,
all the pollution. If if were not for some behind the scenes help in some cleaning man would
already be gone.
I don't know how to motivate people to see. I have only learned you cannot teach the blind. Waste
of time and they hate you for it, but I live what I know as best as I can socially to demonstrate. I
still explain WHY I don't eat meat, and all the rest. Now and then I find somebody who will give a
hi five, but even then, there are not enough hi fives.
And its time to go to bed, and stop rambling away. But however it got this way, this world is a
disgrace as far as people having any power within. I once also tried to get churches here
interested in coming together to focus on SOMETHING of importance. political exposure, 911,
environmental problems,whatever, its such a big list and they have such great numbers. NADA,
NOTHING. Would not do it. They are waiting for Jesus to come do it for them, and take them
to heaven even though they did nothing. And i think that answers the question, there is so little
desire on this world to be all one can be. Man has forgotten a great teaching. God helps those
who help themselves. Man does not want to contribute his portion. I truly have no idea why.
Except an absence if imagination and being lazy.
This is testing my readers and I am glad, because it will weed out the ones who also want God to
do it for them, and relieve them of life by getting them off the planet. That will not serve them.
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They wanted the NESARA but were not willing to dream what that money could bring. They
wanted to party on thru life, so many. They make their plans on this, instead of LIVING. its no
different in that regard from what Christianity "offers."
By the way, The radiation is not just Fukashima, that is black operative coverup for all the
radiation they know is manifesting now, from all the past 100 years. plus the cosmic radiations. I
am tired tonight, long two days of dealing with earth stuff that should not be necessary.
What to do, LIVE the truth. Demonstrate the way. Rattle cages. Take box off of head. Don't vote
the primaries, you didn't choose those thugs. Start there maybe. Don't buy eggs from regular
farms. I would like to be completely vegan, but the energies demands on my body, you would
understand that maybe, cholesterol is necessary to steroid manufacture. Healthy people don't
need as much, but I need one to two eggs a day. I don't buy eggs from abused chickens, as best
as I am able anyway. I can't always get decent organic eggs, and most of them are grade A and
old. I tell people picking up eggs that those are from abused chickens , but it doesn't register, but I
say it anyway. Just small examples.
Today I had pharmacy trouble and they were told why. I sat in that pharmacy until they did it right.
Insurance issues. Your card is old, we can't take it. Pay for your meds ($300) and we will give it
back later. Sure. Well my card has not arrived. Let me tell you how we got around that one. MY
RX's were written last Thursday, which was before the end of the year. I made them call the
company, and I was there for 2 hours until we got it right. I made them work despite so many in
line. There is one guy who was honest and he made the calls while he worked. I ride the bus. I
can't just be bop home and come back to find it still not done right later. I have MS. MY legs tire. I
must walk to the bus, and since they mucked up, in part by ordering hydrocortisone CREAM
instead of the 10 mg pills, plus they other issues, they fixed on MY TIME, period. When you sit
down in the chair and say you are not moving until its RIGHT......... If everyone KNEW what was
RIGHT and stood in it....... you have to show the way. Whether it takes or not.
Ozark
User ID: 1113004
United States
01/04/2012 01:34 AM

Thanks for the replies. We do a lot of that already.
Being organic farmers of grass fed cows since 1996 or so, no GMO'S willingly on this property at
all.
I have peripheral neuropathies, degenerating, from chemical exposures and injury, disabled as
well. If diagnosed today, it would be with MS. The only prescription I take is for reactive airway
disease, like asthma, and only in emergency. I have done a total lifestyle change since being
diagnosed with toxic encephalopathy, neuropathies, chronic fatigue, sleep disorder, fibromialgia,
chronic bronchitis, sinusitis, etc. back in 1992. My environment is totally controlled and we eat as
clean food as we can, organic, no gmo's.
We use no fragranced products or stuff you get at walmart or the grocery.....that leads to
emergency room visits.
We have also had to make several moves, to different States for cleaner air. That entails major
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renovations at each place to accommodate our disabilities. Not easy when you have about one
whole hours worth of energy for a day!!! (people with MS and folks on chemo understand what
that feels like!)
My husband and I both are diagnosed with the same conditions. We met at the toxicologists office
back in 1991. Met the love of my life and our love story began in this reality.
I have dreamed of him all my life off and on and to have the gift of conscious unconditional love, is
very sacred~~~~
I am glad you got your meds. I do understand that. My husband had an emergency aortic
aneurysm in Apr, 2010. It was a miracle that he made it......but he was surrounded by angels,
healers, you name it, they were there. The Dr.s saved him and the nurses were such wonderful
caring souls, I was so surprised...very special people, nurses! But once home, and living so far out
in the country, I could not leave him alone and had to fight medicare and the VA. I was not a
happy camper at all. Arrogant people sitting at a desk somewhere making decisions that can kill
someone from lack of knowledge and/or understanding, really piss me off. So, I have to
continually work on that aspect of myself.....I even apologize if I feel I need to....
With what my husband and I both went through back in the 90's, we were spit out and fell through
all the cracks. We learned the hard way there was no "safety net", it is an illusion. We learned who
our "true friends" were and who really loved us. More specifically, I learned during a NDE, that life
is not about "who loves me.....it IS about, how much I am capable of LOVING". When I am looking
at my
soul 's growth during this lifetime, I want to know I did my best and try to have no regrets.
Love and Light to you, NIP~~
Peace
Tiago63
User ID: 8257157
Brazil
01/04/2012 11:18 AM

"...
Stand your ground wherever you are, on whatever foundation you have made for yourself.
..."
So be it.
Phaedrus
User ID: 2550342
United Kingdom
01/04/2012 12:42 PM
"...
Stand your ground wherever you are, on whatever foundation you have made for yourself.
..."
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So be it.
Quoting: Tiago63

I'm beginning to wonder whether we've just been put through an (intentional?) purge / release and
re-armour process, presumably as a result of energies coming our way from whatever source.
Monday night I felt light and trippy, about midday yesterday this huge tension kicked in, which is
only just beginning to wear off. In meditation recently I saw myself standing on top of a mediaeval
keep .. kind of resonates with the line from Kibo's message which you just reminded me of.
I've just been discussing a work situation with a colleague, sounds like things are crappy there (I'm
off for a few days so didn't know) - we may have to get together and kick a little ass when the boss
is next in, stand our ground indeed.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
01/04/2012 08:30 PM

Purging is good.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 3331757
United States
01/04/2012 09:04 PM
Wow....
Thanks for the update Nip.
Question; what is it we are supposed to do, to fight TPTB?
It was/is my understanding that we are each individually responsible for our own actions and own
growth or not.
By the way we live, treat the earth as caretakers to the best of our ability, individual conscious
choices that are made with reverence for the earth and all of God's Creations.
That to me, has been my goal. It has been attacked by all sorts of folks throughout my life, most of
them claiming to be Christian, it is so sad. Ignorance and fear close so many doors to our freedom
and connections.
I can and do send loving energy, from God's Source, or at least what I feel is God's source. Loving
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energy, without judgement, just love.
Don't get me wrong.... I am human and get pissed and hurt just like everyone. But as soon as I
can calm down and remember who I am, I turn on the flow of love within, the gifts we were all
given.

What else am I supposed to be doing?
Quoting: Ozark

I don't know, the piece is directed at everyone, but each should look and do their best. There are
not enough in god knowing we can for what its worth keep showing the way by living what we
know. I have the IOWA thing on right now, on CNN in the background. Perhaps you can point out
to those around you, that americans don't chose their president. Are you registered for a party?
Consider why if so and consider unregistering and explaining why. I do this every chance I can get
durng election season. I will not vote party and I tell people I am indepent. Registered yes, but
party no. They will ask what's wrong with parties, well the people have nothing to do with choosing
their candidates, the parties so it. I do not vote party, I will vote anyone on the ticket NOT listed as
a party, or write one in. Done that for a long time now.
I tell people WHY. Often they do not ask back, can't help that. But I say why. When I can get a
word in edgewise. I don't have solutions on this except live and demonstrate what you know. I
have always been the black sheep environmentalist in my family. I practice what I preach anyway.
I got involved with groups in denver years on ago on various topics. There is no strength in them,
they are popped up for a purpose and shrink back again.
I tried to get the various leaders together of several to discern what the most important topics to
consider and pull their followers in a mutual direction. They all knew me. i was around a lot. Not
one would go to lunch to talk. In fact I was extremely bashed which told me one of two things,
either they had ego issues or were hidden thugs. This division is the norm on worlds going under.
its sad. I don't know what to do myself. Except keep walking the truth around people.
I still yak 911 even when I can, folks have forgotten it.
We are going to continue to get the various cosmic energies. At some point, not considering
anything else of possibilities, people will get hit in the face, whether its disease, no food delivery,
bad water, radiation. sewage backup, old electrical stuff wearing out, dams bursting, not enough
oxygen to breathe. You know that is NOT Good for us with nervous system disorders, that is one
reason oxygen therapy helps MS folks. But its not lasting. Many of these disease besides being
caused thru vaccines are diseases of our environment, the radiation, the water, the air, the food,
all the pollution. If if were not for some behind the scenes help in some cleaning man would
already be gone.
I don't know how to motivate people to see. I have only learned you cannot teach the blind. Waste
of time and they hate you for it, but I live what I know as best as I can socially to demonstrate. I
still explain WHY I don't eat meat, and all the rest. Now and then I find somebody who will give a
hi five, but even then, there are not enough hi fives.
And its time to go to bed, and stop rambling away. But however it got this way, this world is a
disgrace as far as people having any power within. I once also tried to get churches here
interested in coming together to focus on SOMETHING of importance. political exposure, 911,
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environmental problems,whatever, its such a big list and they have such great numbers. NADA,
NOTHING. Would not do it. They are waiting for Jesus to come do it for them, and take them
to heaven even though they did nothing. And i think that answers the question, there is so little
desire on this world to be all one can be. Man has forgotten a great teaching. God helps those
who help themselves. Man does not want to contribute his portion. I truly have no idea why.
Except an absence if imagination and being lazy.
This is testing my readers and I am glad, because it will weed out the ones who also want God to
do it for them, and relieve them of life by getting them off the planet. That will not serve them.
They wanted the NESARA but were not willing to dream what that money could bring. They
wanted to party on thru life, so many. They make their plans on this, instead of LIVING. its no
different in that regard from what Christianity "offers."
By the way, The radiation is not just Fukashima, that is black operative coverup for all the
radiation they know is manifesting now, from all the past 100 years. plus the cosmic radiations. I
am tired tonight, long two days of dealing with earth stuff that should not be necessary.
What to do, LIVE the truth. Demonstrate the way. Rattle cages. Take box off of head. Don't vote
the primaries, you didn't choose those thugs. Start there maybe. Don't buy eggs from regular
farms. I would like to be completely vegan, but the energies demands on my body, you would
understand that maybe, cholesterol is necessary to steroid manufacture. Healthy people don't
need as much, but I need one to two eggs a day. I don't buy eggs from abused chickens, as best
as I am able anyway. I can't always get decent organic eggs, and most of them are grade A and
old. I tell people picking up eggs that those are from abused chickens , but it doesn't register, but I
say it anyway. Just small examples.
Today I had pharmacy trouble and they were told why. I sat in that pharmacy until they did it right.
Insurance issues. Your card is old, we can't take it. Pay for your meds ($300) and we will give it
back later. Sure. Well my card has not arrived. Let me tell you how we got around that one. MY
RX's were written last Thursday, which was before the end of the year. I made them call the
company, and I was there for 2 hours until we got it right. I made them work despite so many in
line. There is one guy who was honest and he made the calls while he worked. I ride the bus. I
can't just be bop home and come back to find it still not done right later. I have MS. MY legs tire. I
must walk to the bus, and since they mucked up, in part by ordering hydrocortisone CREAM
instead of the 10 mg pills, plus they other issues, they fixed on MY TIME, period. When you sit
down in the chair and say you are not moving until its RIGHT......... If everyone KNEW what was
RIGHT and stood in it....... you have to show the way. Whether it takes or not.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

if both nesara and gesara are failed, what can we expect then for abundant program?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Busy Rattling Cages on GLP
User ID: 7049086
United States
01/04/2012 10:18 PM
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I don't know for sure. China is working on a fake Nesara. Something has to pop with money
though, the debts are beyond repaying and if we are to keep going as it is now, there has to be a
full reboot of the monetary system. There can be no patch work bandaid solutions. The united
states government alone is under $3+ quadrillion debt.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8193280
United States
01/04/2012 10:47 PM
Question NIP. A couple months ago I started reading your stuff, asked a few questions, got a few
replies. One thing that was stated was there would be a learning period before things happened.
Shortly after that, it was cancelled due to TPTB wouldn't go for it. Then the "by end of year stuff",
now the delay.
I have watched a lot of college football the last two weeks, one thing that is really irritating me is
the Catholic Church commercials. Since when does a church advertise? Made me start to
remember the talk about training on the truth before things happen. Since majority claim to be
Christians, could this be the initial conditioning to bring forth the truth? The commercials struck me
as odd at first, then made me mad, now I am just "oh well" it is on again...
Now what if they start sending additional messages this way?
Your thoughts?
Love and Light to you.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 3331757
United States
01/04/2012 11:40 PM
I don't know for sure. China is working on a fake Nesara. Something has to pop with money
though, the debts are beyond repaying and if we are to keep going as it is now, there has to be a
full reboot of the monetary system. There can be no patch work bandaid solutions. The united
states government alone is under $3+ quadrillion debt.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

why do you say that is a fake nesara. what is their intention or purpose behind it?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 3331757
United States
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01/04/2012 11:44 PM
I don't know for sure. China is working on a fake Nesara. Something has to pop with money
though, the debts are beyond repaying and if we are to keep going as it is now, there has to be a
full reboot of the monetary system. There can be no patch work bandaid solutions. The united
states government alone is under $3+ quadrillion debt.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

so Steve Beckow is also a folk working for dragons?
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